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GIRLS AM3 SCIENCE: A QUALITATIVE STUDY ON FACTORS
RELATED TO SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN SCIENCE

Paula Denise Johnson, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2004
This qualitative study sought to detennine how girls perceived factors that
contribute to their success in science programs designed to maximize their
achievement. The sample consisted of 20 students in 9th and 12th grades attending a
school o f choice. Respondents were interviewed using a structured interview
protocol.
The National Council for Research on Women study (Thom, 2001) found that
girls are more successful in math and science programs that incorporate a
cooperative, hands-on approach than in programs that stress competition and
individual learning. This finding was supported by this study among 20 high school
girls in a school whose mission is to improve the access o f girls who study and
choose careers in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
disciplines. Related studies on the subject of the underrepresentation o f girls and
women in science and related disciplines raise the question why so few girls choose
STEM careers.
Qualitative inductive analysis was used to discover critical themes that
emerged from the data. The initial results were presented within the context of the
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following fiv© themes: (1) learniBg styles, (2) long-term goaI% (3) aibject matter,
(4) classroom cliinat^environnieiit, and (5) evaluation. After ftnther analysis, the
researcher found ftiat factors cited by the girls as contributing to thek success in
science programs ^ecifically designed to maximize their achievement were:
(a) cooperative learning, (b) a custom-tailored curriculum, and (c) positive influences
of mentors.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview
Education, business, industry, and science professionals have expressed major
concerns about the underutilizationi of personnel, particularly females, in careers
dependent on science expertise. Their concerns are twofold: First, there is a growing
recognition that foture economic prosperity and global competition depend on our
scientific progress and our adaptability in the fields of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM). These fields are clearly linked to national-level growth
and change and serve to drive and dominate social and economic trends (Sheriff &
Svenne, 1993). Second, our society is currently experiencing a technological shift
from a resource-intensive to a knowledge-intensive economy and it is critical that all
citizens have the knowledge and skills to contribute positively to the continued
prosperity o f our country. As we progress toward the “information age,” leading
educators warn that society can no longer be complacent about the development of
the learning potential of any of our students (Keating, 1996), md schools can no
longer be indifferent about what kinds o f living and working await their students
when they make the transition to the adult world (Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998).
As a result of this transition, increasing attention has been drawn to the
problems faced by women’s participation rate in the STEM fields. However, to avoid
1
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generalizations which are difficult to substantiate, the researcher examined Science as
a proxy for math, engineering, and technology because in order to be su cces^ l in the
21st century, girls need to possess the lo ^ c d and creative problem-solving skills
inherent in the disciplines of d l four disciplines.
The Third International Mathematics and Science Study raised our nadonal
awareness of the countiy’s vulnerability in competition with other nations. The Trends

in InternationalMathematics and Science Study (TIMSS, fonnerly known as die
Third International Mathematics and Science Study) resulted in part from the
American education community’s need for reliable and timely data on the
mathematics and science achievement o f our students compared to that o f students in
other countries. TIMSS is the most comprehensive and rigorous assessment of its
kind ever undertaken. Offered in 1995, 1999, and 2003, TIMSS provided trend data
on students’ mathematics and science achievement from an international perspective.
The 1999 Third International Mathematics and Science Study-Repeat (TIMSS-R)
was a successor to the 1995 TIMSS and focused on the mathematics tmd science
achievement o f eighth-grade students in participating nations. It provided a second
data point in a regular cycle o f international assessments of mathematics and science
that were planned to chart trends in achievement over time, much like the regular
cycle o f national assessments in this nation, such as the National Assessment o f
Educational Progress (NAEP) o f the National Center for Educational Statistics (U.S.
Department o f Education, 2000).
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TIMSS and TlMSS-R liad the foflowing science content areas in common.:
earth scimce, life science, physics, and chemistry. The 1995 TIMSS assessments
revealed that U.S. 12th-graders scored below the intematiomil average and among the
lowest o f the HM SS nations in mathematics and science general knowledge, as well
as in physics and advanced mathematics. In 1999, the United States was one of 16
TIMSS-R nations in which U.S. eighth-grade boys outperformed U.S. eighth-grade
girls in science, and U.S. eighth-grade studoits performed lower than their peers in 14
nations in science (U.S. Department of Education, 2000).
U.S. girls’ performance k math, science, and related subjects may be rooted in
many complex issues including gender-role stereotyping. At a time when these fields
are suffering fi-om a dearth o f educated experts, evidence indicates that women face
various forms of discrimination as aspiring students of these disciplines. Most
recently, with restrictions on U.S. entry of foreign nationals for STEM positions,
members o f Congress have raised the low participation of women in STEM careers
and jobs as a national work force and national security issue. For example, U.S.
Senator Ron Wyden (D-Oregon) has challenged NASA to help triple the number of
women graduating from college with degrees in science, math, and engineering by the
year 2012 (Turkkaa, Domske, & JoseC 2004).
According to the National Research Council (2002), young women studying
STEM fields are pushed into traditional female roles such as teaching, while their
male counterparts receive almost all the research fellowships that pay more
completely for graduate school. “Given the challenges that lie ahead in national
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security, tedmology, and the global economy, we can not aflford to leave half o f our
population behind,” sdd Dr. .Geraldine L, Mchmond, a professor o f chemistiy at the
University o f Oregon, who runs a program dedicated to advancing the oireers of
women, chemists. “We itaist recruit, educate, and promote a Mgher percentage o f our
women k technicd fields.” (U.S. Senate Hearing, 2002).
Many Americans have come to feel that excluding a large percentage of
people in any group from prestigious, infiuentlal, and highly paid careers is unfeir.
However, beyond these considerations Is the fact that, by limiting the number of
women in STEM, we lose different perspectives that can enrich, expand, and
revitalize these disciplines. It has been said that Representative Constance A. Morelia
(R-lVfeuyiand) was right when she explained that Congress had established the
Commission on the Advancement o f Women in Science, Engineering, and
Technology Development “to help ensure that our labor force is ready for the
information age and that our high-tech economy continues to flourish in the 21st
century” (Campbdl & Clewell, 1999). With STEM jobs often going unfilled for lack
of skilled applicants, we have an opportunity to encourage girls and young women to
enter these fields and succeed. If we expand opportunities for pris in STEM
programs, we can open the doors to these careers for more women (Lee, 2001).
Background and Need
In response to the U.S. Department o f Education reports, A Nation at Risk
(1983) and America 2000 (1991), the American Association o f University Women
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(AAUW) demonstrateci its concera about preparing girls for the technological work
force o f the 21st century by comnussionlng research o f pubEc school education for
gds. In 1992, the AAUW’s report. Shortchanging Girls, Shortchanging America
identified issues related to self-esteem, educational experiences, interest in math and
science, and carwr aspirarions of girls and boys ages 9-15. The study found that as
girls reach adolescence, they experience a significantly greater drop in, setf-esteem
than boys’ experience. The report states that girls’ self-esteem plunges dramatically
from elementary school to high school. It concludes that 71% of the nation’s
adolescent girls are unhappy about themselves versus 54% of the boys. The study also
confirms a growing body of research that indicates girls are systematically, if
unintentionally, discouraged from a wide range o f academic pursuits—particularly in
math and science. This gap in self-esteem and drop in girls’ interest in math and
science have devastating consequences for the future o f girls and the foture o f the
nation.
Bias against girls in our schools has been extensively studied and reported by
Myra and David Sadker (1994) in Failing at Fairness: Haw Our Schools Cheat
Girls. As educators, the Sadkers have been examining gender equity in the classroom
for some 30 years and with the help o f some refined observation techniques have been
able to track behavior that sends girls’ self-esteem plummeting. The Sadkers used
examples and statistics and cited over 400 books, reports, and articles to illustrate
their claiin that girls are systematically shortchanged by the educational system.
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It is weE doeuwnented tliat teachers favor boys by giving them more attention,
encouragement, and feedback. The very structure of the classroom is biased toward
boys, as gkls tend to do better k cooperative learning settings wh«-e they can work in
^oups rather than working alone. The absence o f women, role models and mentors
from curriculum hurts girl’s self-esteem and sense of inclusion and empowerment in
the academic setting, and—by way o f extension—^society.
Using classroom videos, the Sadkers revealed teachers, even those who
considered themselves sensitive to issues o f gender—^praising, challenging, and paying
attention to boys &r more than to girls. Boys excel in showmanship, waving hands
wildly to get attention; girls retreat, becoming quieter, learning to hide intelligence
and scholarly skills k order to be popular. Meanwhile, textbooks and standard visual
displays, even those revised in the light of feminist pressure, still show few role
models for ^ I s . Interviews with students uncovered that boys would iiterally rather
die than be girls, while girls find boys’ lives attractive k many ways. This important
study has been a timeless resource on gender bias k the classroom from elementary to
graduate school.
Differential participation o f girls and boys k science has been a matter o f both
national and ktematlonal concern for some time. The result o f research has kdicated
that boys generally have a more positive attitude towards science. However, there are
gender differences between the different areas o f science. For mstance, trends show
that girls are more kclked to have more positive attitudes towards science relating to
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humatt concemSj whereas boys tend to have more positive attitudes towards physical
(Fleer & Hardy, 2001).
Sally Ride, the first American woman to go into space, was recently quoted in
a newspaper article in Urn Mercury News, dated October 23, 2003, as saying;
Statistics show that in elementary school boys and girls have equal interests
and test scores in math and science. Yet, by the end o f middle school ^rls
perceive their abilities k these subjects to be inferior to boys* and have fewer
aspirations to pursue scientific careers—even though they continue to have
mmilar aptitude. The result? Women today make up 46 percent of the
workforce, yet hold only 12 percent o f the science and engineering jobs in
business. iRide & Stysek, 2003)
Fleer and Hardy (2001) identify that over the years there have been three
distinct recommendations regarding girls and science:
1. Give girls more opportunities to study science—which looked at
(hanging science to accommodate the ^rls rather than changing the girls to
accommodate the science.
2. Make science more feminine—a gender sensitive science that took a
real feminist approach to science such as stressing safety precautions rather
than dangers, linking physical science to items that girls are familiar with such
as prams, etc.
3. Allow giri students to participate In science learning in ways that
assist them to make meaningfiil connections to their experience, their ways of
understaiKfing and their worldviews.
While the debate on gender and science/technology will be an ongoing one, it
Is evident that the student’s prior school experiences influence how a child views
science and technology. It is well established k social science research that adults
treat boys and girls diflferently and that boys are encouraged to participate in physical,
activities and “rough” games whereas girls are encouraged to play with dolls and stay
clean. This is not the case for every child, when girls are treated the same as boys who
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wEl be more inclined to participate in th© more physical sdence. These girls are often
referred to as “tomboys” and the reverse is evident for boys, as they tend to take a
more passive approach to science and technology ^ le e r & Hardy, 2001).
A young girl had this to say;
As a teenager I torted going to hobby astronomy courses, but I was put oflfin
the end by the all male environment and the negligence o f the tutor. I was
ignored as he could not handle a girl being Interested in It and joining the club.
(Grant, 1995)
She moved on to attend a school of choice. At this school eveiyone was
encouraged to share her voice. The school teaches in a collaborative style which
facilitates the way a girl leams.
Research carried out by the AmericMi Association of University Women
(AAUW) and others who have studied gender issues, shows boys and girls receive
different kinds o f education and that the girls’ experiences in science differ from boys.
An examination of a typical classroom scene serves to illustrate the issues and barriers
to instruction; instructional support such as attention, encouragement, and
constructive feedback; and classroom success for girls in science:
Four sixteen, seventeen-year-old boys and girls, Margaret, Rachel, Mark, and
Ralph, are doing experiments in electricity in small groups. What follows are
descriptions o f some aspects o f their classroom conversations. Rachel is
attaching a wire to a socket with a screwdriver. Mark watches impatiently,
Rachel pulls the fastened wire—it is still loose. “Women and technology”
Marie comments sighing, and as Rachel is trying again to fasten the wire, Ms^k
demands: “Give it to me; just admit you are unable to do it the right way.
Look at how you are holding the screwdriver.”
A few minutes later, the group is installing an ammeter In an electric
circuit. Margaret opens the circuit for inserting the ammeter—Mark doesn’t
agree, takes the ammeter and connects it in parallel with the bulb. Short
circuit—^the teacher is asked to find the mistake—Margaret has her triumph:
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“I told you before, I was right, I am not ts stupid as you always seem to
beEeve ” Going on to the next problem creating a circuit with bulbs in parallel
and in series at the same time, Margaret shouts: “I don’t know how to do it, I
don’t understand the task!”
Mark and Ralph begin to com&A wires and bulbs. Rachel tries to stop
them and asks the boys: “Please, can you explain what you are going to
do?”—“Wait and seef’—After they lave finished they try out the circuit. One
bulb doesn’t glow, it is bridged. “Oh why doesn’t it bum?” Mark and Ralph
are helpless. Margaret, looking at the arrangement, has an idea; “You must
take off these two wires. Marie and Ralph don’t understand her idea. Rachel
wants to do it, but Mark doesn’t let her. “Don’t touch my circuit!” He is
probing here and there and explores if there is good electric contact.
MeanwMe Ralph is looking for help, and as the teacher is just coming, Ralph
asks the teacher. The teacher points to the bridging wires and let the group
find out what’s wrong with them. When the kids are alone again Margaret
complains: “We had the right idea, why did you contact the teacher?”
In the following session Margaret consults the teacher; “How do we
connect the voltmeter—diis way or the other way around—where is the
positive pole?” Being very careful Margaret wanted to be sure not to ruin the
instrument. The teacher hadn’t really grasped her problem and called Mark:
Show the girls how to use the instrament. Mark then behaves very much like
the boss and organized the next sequence o f experiments, leaving the girls no
chance of handling the equipment when they wanted to change the
arrangement for the next experiment. The girls were resigned to the passive
role of note takers, wrote down the measurement data, the numbers the
voltmeter needle pointed at, and sketched the corresponding circuit diagrams.
(AAUW. 1998)
The group dynamics of the issues in the classroom scene including classroom
instruction, instructional support, and the level o f classroom success for girls supports
the research findings on gender-sensitive issues in the science classrooms. Frequently,
teachers themselves may not be aware o f the different ways they treat boys and girls
and the different expectations they have. In group lab projects, the girls frequently act
as “gofers,” getting the equipment to set up and as note-takers while the boys do the
actual experiments. An aware teacher can make sure girls are directly involved in the
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experiatient (Moacure, 1994). But as a result o f such typical classroom scenes, several
organizatioiis—such as the National Assessment o f Educational Progress (1988),
National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education (1992), and the National
Science Board (2002), began to discuss and research the current status of women in
science and the findings served as a catalyst for change.
Other scholars such as Peggy McIntosh (1997), Elizabeth Fennema (1990),
Peggy Orenstein (1994), and Kate Scantlebury (1994) conduct research on gendersensitive issues in the science classroom and teach students who plan careers in
secondary science education. In a classroom exercise, Kate Scantlebury assigns
students the task of reflecting on their own experiences about gender differences in
the classroom so that when they teach they will have a heightened awareness of how
to make science education more effective and equitable for both sexes.
Statement o f the Problem
Researchers, scientists, teachers, and the higher education institutions that
prepare students and sciaice, technology, engineering, amd mathematics (STEM)
professionals are grappling with the realities of too few scientists in the United States,
too few women in the STEM disciplines, and too few resources dedicated to
systematically and significantly improving the status quo.
Pejorative views that dismantle girls’ academic and existential foundations—
the ability to perceive themselves as technologically capable individuals who are
welcomed as fiiture contributors to the field o f science—can be viewed as something
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systemic that has been going on for years. It is the attatude o f others which reinforce
this view—and, therefore, girls come to leara early on that they are not and never wHI
be “scientists.”
Girls’ alienation from science amd technology subjects begins early. Even from
the age of 5, both ^ lis and boys have definite views about what constitutes “men’s
work” and “women’s work,” according to research undertaken for the Engineering
Counci in 1991 (“Why Girls Turn Their Backs on a Science Education,” 1996), With
little variation across the social classes, girls and boys believe, for example, that car
repairs and woodwork are the exclusive province of men while mending and washing
clothes are the province o f women (Engineering Council, 1991, as cited in “Why Girls
Turn Their Backs,” 1996). When children have been asked to assess Jobs and
activities according to those suitable for men, those suitable for women, and those
suitable for both genders, children thought science was more of a man’s pursuit than
either firefighting or climbing mountains. This suggests that there is quite a
psycholopcal barrier to overcome if more girls are to be attracted to science subjects
(Engineering Council, 1991, as cited in “Why Girls Turn Their Backs,” 1996).
As one o f the best known action research projects—Girls into Science and
Technology (GIST), found in the eariy 1980s, by the time children start secondary
school, attitudes which were already taking shape at 5, have become more complex
but no less stereotyped (National Science Foundation [NSF], 2003). In one exercise,
for example, in which 10- and 11-year-olds were asked to write up an imagiiiajry
interview about the life and work of a woman scientist, girls readily expressed their
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mm&sm about careas k science. Girls thought science was a difficult and demanding
job which might take them away from family life and tended to describe the
appearance of women scientists in unflattering terras, whereas boys had a more
positive view of women in science. For instance, one boy wrote;
She is fianous, she made lots o f people better with medication X. If it were
not for medicine X, people would die. She is tall, brainy, clever, and saved
people’s lives. I think she should get a lot of money for doing experiments that
succeeded. (NSF, 2003)
This statement both reinforces a stereotypical mde view o f the characteristics of a
female and provides a positive view o f a woman as a scientist. Unfortunately this
boy’s perspective is not widely shared.
Not surprisingly, these attitudes have a power&l impact on children’s views of
their own strengths mid weaknesses. When, for example, a team of eight 10-year“Old
boys and girls were asked at a science investigation event organized by the
Association of Science Education (“Why Girls Turn Their Backs,” 1996) to mount an
inquiry, the boys made off with the equipment to do the inquiry leaving the girls to
make a poster for reporting the team’s results. When questioned about their choice of
tasks, the children stud they were simply doing what each of them was “good at.”
In the 1991 Engineeiing Council research (“Why Girls Turn Their Backs,”
1996), primary teachers reported that while girls generally preferred painting, drawkg
and writing stories, boys preferred building and modeling with construction Mts and
being physically active. However, researchers found that teachers have a major role to
play in challenging children’s beliefs about what they can and cannot do. The problem
of gender stereotyping is that people write themselves off from opportunities early
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and often unnecessarily. The Engiaeaing Council study recommended that ‘‘Teachers
need to be more aware o f the extent and pervasiveness o f gender stereotyping”
among young children, and girls should be helped and encouraged to folly involve
themselves k STEM curricula.
Committed and enthusiastic teachers who set high academic standards and
show a personal kterest In science and k the development o f their pupils are more
likely to encourage pupils to continue their education k science and engineering {The

Rising Tide, 1994). TMs report, prepared by a team o f top scientist examinkg
women’s roles k science, technology, engineeiing, and mathematics, concluded that
there is a disproportionately greater impact on girls than boys when teachers show a
personal kterest k science and in their students development. “It is an effective way
of encouraging them to develop and maktak an kterest in these subjects.”
Purpose o f the Study
The most interesting and potentially insightful explanation o f why girls tend to
shy away from the sciences may lie k a better understandkg of the perceptions that
girls believe contribute to their individual success or failure in science programs.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to identify contributing factors that girls
perceive are to their success k a program specifically designed to maximize girls’
acMevement in science. These “self-referential” factors were assumed to be different
than the factors derived from other studies that may be defined as external referents.
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In other words, this research sought to engage students in vmys not previously
explored.
Research, quoted in the February issue oiLabour Market Trends (“What
Happens to Women and Men With SET Degrees?,” 2003), indicated that women
actively choose not to enter STEM careers with the knowledge that they are likely to
feel “cultural discomfort.” It is argued that some women pay both personal and social
costs when they cross the threshold Into a “male domain” and that these costs
continue to be paid untE the number o f women in the male dominated STEM
professions reaches a critical mass. TMs is becaise, researchers say, young women in
science and engineering, for example, find themselves working with values, systems,
and performmice criteria wMch have been set up by men for men and not for women.
In a recent article in the journal Scientific American, Professor M. Holloway (1993)
argued, for example, that women have a different management style from men. They
organize their laboratories in a less hierarchictd way than men and prefer to work
collaboratively rather than in competition. They axe also more likely to be interested
in scientific problems if they have a social relevance or could produce a social benefit.
The design and delivery o f science courses at the primary, secondary, and
college levels may also affect young women’s enthusiasm for STEM careers. Some
educators, such as Allan Qatthom (1994), Claudette Rasmussen (1997), and Mary
Moffitt (1997) argue that modular science courses, incorporating a greater range of
elective options, would be particularly attractive to women who appear less willing to
concentrate exclusively on science subjects. And while an electrical engineering
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course that allowed students to study a foreign language or business management
subject may appeal to some students, the professional institutions remain eager to
protect the scientific and academic purity o f traditional courses and not allow elective
courses outside the major area o f study.
Cultural barriers and the stereotyped attitudes o f girls, boys, teachers, parents,
employees, the media, and society at large have aE featured heavily on girls’
perspectives o f the sciences, as have issues about the quality o f careers, education and
guidance, and the quality o f science teaching and science courses in the classroom
today. How we engage in fiiture research and where we go from here is most critical.
We have seen that change is possible, although complex. The current knowledge
gained about factors and strategies that work for the involvement of women and girls
in the sciences will enable them to thrive in the sciences; consequently, science will
thrive because o f the heightened participation.
Significance of the Study
One important reason for this study is that existing research tells us very little
about the girls’ perceptions and views of their success or M ure to science and related
topics in science programs specifically designed for females. Over the past decade,
Pat McNees (2004), Jean Piirto (2000), and Ellen Spertus (1991), have made
numerous observations on fectors that have been identified to influence why so few
girls choose science careers. These fectors are located primarily within the realm of
school and society. Girls’ internal perceptions and views can clearly serve to influence
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their choices about careers as well as their percseptions of themselves among other
factors. TMs study caa prowde information to the field about ways to possibly target
fimding and other resources in order to steer ^ rls toward successfiil STEM careers,
and for cuniculum refontn. o f the sciences to allow for the diverse ways in wMch girls
leam. In addition to the diversity o f learmeg styles, it may be shown that
communications skills and strategies will have to be investigated and considered in
classroom settings in order to construct a more ideal environment suited to the needs
o f girls.
The Research Question
This study attempts to answer the following question: What are the factors
that ^rls identify as contributing to their success in a program specifically designed to
maximize their acMevement in science?
Definition o f Terms

Achievement in science in tMs study means: the attainment o f the academic
outcomes outfined by the school as it relates to the girls’ performance in the science
curriculum as determined by the rating system.

Factors in this study means; the girls’ assumptions, opinions, and views as
determined by them through the interview process.

Perceptions in tMs study means: students’ views toward science as a reflection
of their individual characteristics, their learning experiences, and their limited
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exposure to appEed science and science professionals individual, characteristics, and
situations which impact their in s is t and judgment.

Pmgtcm specifically designed to maximize their success in science in this
study means; a hands-on, experiential approach to science which targets girls and
helps them gain an understanding o f concepts and processes—^such as chemical
interactions, biological effects o f chemicals, qualitative and quantitative smalysis, and
the difference between sdence and pubic policy.

Success in this study means: the relationship between the girls’ identification
of those elements that contributed to their fevorabie or desired outcome in obtaining a
h i^ performance or proficient rating in science class.

Student in tins study means: girls who have attended the school for at least 3
years and would have been exposed to 3 years o f different science curriculums in
order to allow for comparative data o f their overall exposure to science.
The Respondents’ School and Background
The respondents’ school, for the purposes o f this study, is identified as a
school o f choice located m the United States. It is considered a “small school” defined
by the m z © of its student body population. Admission is voluntary and the school is
open city-wide. The student population is diverse and serves students of all
backgrounds and abiUties. The curriculum is integrated and inquiry-based.
The school’s purpose Is to ensure that girls are prepared for the 21st century
workplace, a world where math, science, and technology skills are at a premium. The
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school’s ittissioii is to provide options to those who normally couldn’t afford them by
providing a Mgh-qudity, well-rounded, college preparatory education focusing on.
math, science, and technology, and dedicated to the development o f leadership skills.
This school o f choice was selected because of its unique characteristics, which
are; (a) single-sex enviromnent; (b) small in student population; (c) the school was
created to help girls succeed In fields where women are undenrepresented in order to
help dose the gap In the STEM fields; (d) a focus on academic achievement, career,
and college preparation; (e) a focus on leadership development, personal, and social
development; and (Q through mentoring and internships, the students have female role
models in many accomplished fields in STEM careers.
The School’s Science Curriculum
Extracted from materials provided by the school during the 2000/2001
acadenuc school years, the following is an overview o f the science curriculum.
The science curriculum focuses on Nature of Science and Scientific Inquiry as
umi5™«S instmcfional themes. TMs is a uMque and ambitious organizational
scheme for science instruction, one that is not being currently adopted by any
othw school or school system. It is the school’s strong belief, along with
emerging research, that students’ understanding of scientific inquiiy and
nature o f scimce are fiindamental to the development o f scientific Hteracy.
Science is a particular way of knowing about the world. In science,
explanations are restricted to those that can be inferred from confiimable
data—the resMts obtained through observations and experiments can be
sustained .by other saentists. Sdentists never arrive at absolute truths dxjut
reality, but rather develop informed explanations inferred .from empirical data.
Ii^Mry based instruction allows students to engage in the practices of
scientists and to construct their own. scientific knowledge through
kvestigatiom rather than memorizing factoids without meatiing&l context.
When students engage in sustained reasoning about problems that interest
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tte n and when tiiey evaluate their own progress in solving these problems,
they begin to practice the lifelong ieaming skills they will need to deal with
sdentific questions k the future,
UnderstancHng the Mature o f Science and Inquiry promotes critical
reasoning processes and develops way o f tHnMng that are unique to science.
Developing students’ understandings o f the nature o f sdence and sdentiic
Inquiry will serve as a guiding Iframework and context for the school’s science
program. Students experienckg such a cuniculum focus will clearly realize
why scientific knowledge is never absolute and is subject to change; while at
the same time realize that current “tentative” explanations are truly based on
significant data. These sane students wiE leam to care&Ily analyze the
sources of data and claims made by scientists as they attempt to make
personal and societal decisions.
In short, it is expected that students who attend this school will be
prepared to make reasoned/informed decisions that maxiinize the use of
available information instead o f relying totally on the opinions and biases of
others. Having a deep understanding of not only scientific knowledge, but also
the sources of this knowledge and its status relative to “truth,” are outcomes
that no K-12 science cuniculum 0et alone college curricula) can generally
claim o f its graduates.
The curriculum materials selected were considered to be with the
identified program goals and offered the necessary content and concepts for
the students as they enter and progress through the grades o f the school The
plan was to intenfionally infiise Scientific Inquiry and pedagogical principles
that kcorporate ^ate o f the art “best practices” for instructing girls about the
Nature o f Science into each o f the high school science courses throughout the
year. Each curriculum selection is subject to change based on the school’s
ongoing assessments o f the programs in terms o f specific criteria, student
learning, and availability o f newly developed curricula materials.
In addition to classroom-based activities/instmction, students work in
teams each year on projects related to science topics o f their own choosing.
These projects are decided upon as a group, with the guidance o f the teacher.
The teachers’ guidance focuses primarily on insurkg that projects are
devdopmentally appropriate for student groups and do not have inherent
saf^y concerns.
This type o f independent work is another aspect of tlie school science
pro^am that distinguishes it from mainstream science programs. More
importantly, it is an excellent context for students to gain experience doing
what scientist do and to gtin an appreciation for the sources o f scientific
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iatiowledge t n i the necessaiy qualifications that must accompany all
knowledge claims,
It is not uncommon for students to participate in “hands-on” activities
■TOthin science classes. However, in -^rtually all, o f these cases studaits are
provided with a question to answer and procedures to follow. All too often
students know the “answef’ before they embark on the compietion o f such
activities. Ih e goal o f the independent projects is to provide students vwth an
expeiiaice more authentic to the daily activities of those who practice sdence
as a profession.
The Conceptual Framework
The basic model examined k this study is presented below in diagrammatic
form (see Figure 1). It illustrates the students’ perceptions and views as they relate to
their success and M ure in sdence programs designed specifically for them.

Facilitates Success

Chris’
Perceptions

Hinders Success

and

Views

Factors

Factors

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework.

There are many different psychological theories that attempt to explain how
success is defined and actualized. Hamilton and Ghatala (1994) talked about
behavioral and cognitive theories from both perspectives. For example, behavioral
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theorists laaktaiii that success can be described as actions tia t produce pleasing
consequences in one’s environment. From a behavioral perspective, a person can
achieve success by increasing the jfrequency of those actions that bring about positive
results. Cognitive theorists argue that success is related not to environmental
standards but to experiences that match internal perceptions. Therefore, from a
cognitive perspective, acMevkg success would entail increasing the frequency of
experiences that match personal ideals.
A combination of these two theories known as social teaming provides an
image o f achieving success that is determined through a combination of perso,nal and
social factors (Hanulton & Ghatala, 1994). Many educational researchers have built
on psycholo^cal theories such as these in an attempt to measure which students meet
their criteria for success, which do not, and what makes the difference. In student
development, this theory is referred to as interactionism, which sees behavior as a
result o f personal attributes, environmental characteristics, and the effects of
interactions between person and environment (Schroeder & Jackson, 1987). By
drawing on elements o f all of these theories, this study explored the different personal
and environmental fectors that could be involved in determining how success is
defined and achieved.
Beginning at a young age, many gris and boys receive different messages
from parents, peers, teachers, and the media. Young girls are taught to be nurturing,
while boys are encouraged to play with toys they can tinker with or manipulate, such
as construction sets, LEGOS, building blocks, and tool kits. Playing with these toys
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provides opportunities to develop problem-solvkg and independent-thinking skills
inherent to success in science and math. Girls who lack these skill-building
experiences often enter science and math classes feeling insecure about their abilities.
Self-perceptions play an important role in science and math acMevement,
especially for girls. Research shows that self-esteem and academic acMevement
among girls b e j^ to decline dwring middle sdiool (Bsckes, 1994) and that girls often
exhibit a loss of self-conidence by age 12 (Orenstein, 1994). TMs lack of selfconfidence Is also reflected in the fact that boys are more likely to attribute personal
success to effort, whereas girls tend to attribute it to luck. As a result, many ^ rls
underacMeve in science and math simply because they choose to participate in
activities in wMch success is almost assured. “The typical explanation for female
underacMevement in science and underrepresentation in scientific professions is that
girls choose not to take physics, chemistry, and calculus” 0./ee & Burkam, 1995). For
example, about 25% fewer female students took the AP test in chemistry than male
students in 1998, 55,156 female test takers compared to 25,662 male test takers, and
about 12% fewor female students took the AP test In calculus than male students In
1998,19,275 female test takers compared to 25,662 male test takers (The College
Board, 1998).
Attitudes also contribute to the underacMevement o f girls in science and math.
Although middle school girls take more high-ability courses than, boys and make
comparable or higher grades, their attitudes toward science and math are less positive,
and they are less likely to participate in related extracurricular activities.
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Unfortuiiatdly, research shows that social, attitudes tend to become .fixed
during middle school and early k Mgh. school (Heller & Martin, 1992). So girls who
develop negative attitudes toward science and math during tMs period o f development
are unlikely to acquire the academic background necessary for careers in sdence,
math, or engineering. As a result, by grade 12, more girls than boys say they chose
not to take more science or math courses because they either disliked the subject
matter or didn’t do wett in those subjects (U.S. Department of Education, 1997).
In essence, girls’ and boys’ abilities are the same; their self-perceptions and
attitudes are different. Even girls who have course backgrounds and acMevement
levels similar to those o f boys have less confidence in their abilities and less interest in
studying science and math. Consequently, girls are less likely than boys to pursue
related careers (U.S. Department of Education, 1997). Finally, some girls
underacMeve in science and math because they are discouraged from studying these
subjects. One study shows that Mgher percentages of girls than boys are advised not
to take senior science or math (National Science Foundation, 1994).
Limitations/Delimitations

Limitations
An assumption in tMs study was that all participants answered interview
questions about their perceptions truthfully, freely, and frankly. It was assumed that
the interwews provided a complete and useful database o f information upon wMch
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interpretations and coticluaons can be drawn. Ethnidty was not t factor that was
ejcamined in this study.
A possible limitation of the study may indude the kck o f generallzabillty of
findings beyond the specific research setting. The transferability of the research
findings to another dtuatioii have not been validated, although providing sufficient
Mormation might make findings applicable to a new situation depending on the
degree o f similarity (Lincoln Sc Guba, 1985).
An additional limitation, of the study could have been related to the objectivity
o f the researcher. In such cases Patton (1980) recommended “empatMc neutrality”
(p. 55). He stated that empathy “is a stance toward the people one encounters, while
neutrality is a stance toward the findings” (p. 58). He also stated that the neutral
researcher needs to be nonjudgmental while trying to report what is found in a
balanced way. While as the researcher I found the topic compelling, I identified with
the girls and the issues; yet I believe that I was able to maintain empathic neutrality,
objectivity, and balance in reporting the findings.

Delimitations
This study confined itself to interviewing those students from the school of
choice who have attended the school for at least 3 years. The study focused on the
respondents’ perceptions of factors that they could identify as contributing to their
success or failure in programs specifically designed to maximize their achievement in
science.
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Organization o f the Remakder o f the Study
The remaiiMug chapters of the study have been organized as follows. Chapter
H reviews the related literature and research relevant to the current investigation. The
methodology and procedures used to gather data for the study are presented in
Chapter HI. The results of the data analyses and findings that emerged jfrom the study
are c e n tre d in Chapter TV. Chapter V contains a summaiy o f the study and findings,
conclusions drawn fi-ona the findings, discussion, and recommendations for forther
study.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose o f the literature review is to synthesize the literature on women
and girls in STEM fields imd establish justification for the study. The review o f the
literature focused on three aspects important to the study:
Section I: Factors that Mnder women’s success in STEM and fectors that
promote or encourage women’s success in STEM.
Section II: Girls’ perceptions o f their status within the STEM fields; an
exploration of the direct and logical connections and strategies that may help lead
overcome negative perceptions. Also o f interest was the discovery o f pedagogical
strategies currently used by alternative schools as a means to retain girls within
science and overcome girls’ negative perceptions of their “place” within science.

Section III. A review of critical studies that address the success or failure of
these pedagogical approaches that are centered in retaining girls in science programs;
the outcomes of these approaches, and literature that discusses whether and how well
these strategies work.
Education, in general, and science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM), in particular, is perhaps the most critical factor in this information age. It’s
very clear that our nation’s economic fiiture depends on the ability o f our workers to
be proficient in STEM careers. Over the next 10 yeaars, the United States will need to
26
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traitt and educate an additional 1.9 miffion workera in the sciences (National Science
Board pSfSB], 2002). Recent enrollment trends indicate that kcreased involvement of
imderrepresented groups is essential in meeting tMs demand (NSB, 2002). Currently,
all along the educational pipeline, students are being lost in STEM lelds. Moreover,
the participation and persistence rates of women in theae fields are dramaticaiy lower
than those o f the general student population (Chang, 2002).
STEM careers offer abundant opportunities today, yet women and girls
continue to be a minorily in these fields. WhEe the percentage o f women in STEM has
increased significantly In the past 30 years, research indicates that we still have a long
way to go, and in some areas we are even losing our gains (Lee, 2001).
Female students have a lower level of interest in the sciences (NSB, 2002),
although an increased participation o f women is essential in meeting the projected
need for STEM workers and in furthering the nation’s production of STEM research.
Numerous conferences and hearings have been convened and numerous articles have
been written to discuss the current status of women in STEM fields. The review of
the literature includes factors that fecilitate or hinder women’s success in STEM
fields, alternative schools with STEM emphasis—with a focus on the factors they
theoria have positive and negative impacts on students’ success, and various STEM
curricula and theories concerning tiieir success or failure.
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Section I

Factors That Hinder Women’s Success in STEM
The cuirent status o f women scientific fields can be described as low—^women
are largely “underrepresented” in the sciences; however, their numbers are growing
slowly. The “harder ” or more mathematical-oriented the science, the fewer women
there are. The percentages o f women in physics and engineering are far lower than the
percentages o f women in biology and even fiirther beMnd the percentages o f women
in social sciences like psychology. The percentage o f doctorates awarded to women in
1989 was biology, 37%; chemistry, 24%; math, 18%; computer science, 16%;
physical science, 11%; and engineering, 8%. Also, the higher up in rank or prestige of
the STEM discipline, the fewer women there are. In physics, 15% o f bachelor’s
degrees and 11% o f Ph.D.s go to women, yet only 3% o f tenured/tenure-track faculty
are women. Overall, between 13 and 16% of all employed scientists are women
(Grant, 1995).
There has been an increase, though not a substantial increase, in these
numbers over the last decade. The percentage o f doctorates going to women in 1999
was biology, 41%; physical science (includes physics, chemistry, and astronomy),
23%; math, 26%; computer science, 18%; and engineering, 15%. Yet, the hard fact
remains that women scientists still make up only 26% o f the workforce (National
Science Foundation, Division o f Science Resources Studies [NSF/SRS], 2001).
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Research conducted by Campbell and Clewei (1999) states that there has
been success in getting girls to take more STEM courses in high school However, at
the same time, feww ^ I s are kterested in choosing STEM as their life’s work, or
even as a college major. Is this a direct result o f telling students that they don’t have
to like STEM courses; thq? Just have to take enough courses to get into a good
college? That is what increasing numbers o f students do: They take the courses and
do okay, or even well, k STEM, but they aren’t engaged and they don’t—especially
if they are girls—^go on to STEM careers (Campbell & Clewell, 1999).
This lack of engagement In STEM may affect girls disproportionately because
they are less likely than boys to get involved in STEM activities outside o f school,
from using meters and playing with electromagnets, to fixing gadgets and reading
about technology. Words like passion and excitement andjo y rarely come up in
discussions of gender in STEM or of how to get more gjrls involved. Yet without
such emotions, why would girls go into these fields? (Campbell & Clewell, 1999).
Nurturing ^ rls’ pasdon for science and mathematics is not easy in our current
society. Even when students are asked to draw a scientist, the vast majority o f their
drawings are of white men. Lurking behind tiiese drawings is the disturbing myth of
the math “gene.” This is the enroneous, but strongly held, perception that there is a
genetic or biological basis for gender differences in STEM. Girls who believe that
“real girls don’t do math,” asElkabethFennema’s study found years ago, are less apt
to continue in STEM or to do weU (Campbell & Clewell, 1999).
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The reasons thM w few women are in sdence .careers are complex and It Is
difficult to pinpoint or Isolate all o f the contributing factors. However, it is known
that, historically, mm have actively kept women out of STEM fields, as women were
not aiow ed into college untfi the late 1800s. While most official barriers are gone
now, there are many informal and structural barriers which keep women from going
into STEM careers and wMch keep the attrition rate Mgher for women than men
(Grant, 1995).
Research indicates that attitudinal factors contribute to the lower level of
interest in STEM for women. For women, perceptions o f competition and difficulty
with majoring in STEM fields are paired with low self-ratings of ability in analytical
fields that have traditionally been male-dominated. Cases o f math anxiety and
instructors’ lowered expectations have also been shown to hinder women from
paticipating (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997).
In addition to the challenges o f recruiting students as STEM majors, there are
also retention issues. STEM fields report the lowest retention rates among all
academic disdplines at the undergraduate level. Approximately 50% of students
entering college with m intention to major in STEM change majors witMn the first 2
years (Center for Institutional Data Exchange and Analysis, 2000).
One reason for this loss o f students is that many incoming freshmen lack basic
science and mathematics literacy needed for persistence. A study conducted found
that 31% of students fail to complete STEM courses, while another 19% complete
courses but with a grade of D or F (Feuers, 1990). Not only is the course completion
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rate paiticailarly low ia STEM ields, but the percentage of students requiring
remecM work is also increasing. Approximately one third o f students at 2-year
coEeges ©nroU in remedid mariiematic courses (NSB, 2002). These courses are
esseirtial for respondiijg to students’ lack of readiness for coMege level STEM
coursework.
While deficiencies in students’ academic preparation lead to attrition, research
suggests that students’ negative perceptions of STEM subject materi.al and career
options also play an important role. In a survey o f undergraduate students who left
STEM, the most frequently cited fectors contributing to decisions to change majors
included the foUowing: the belief that non-STEM majors offer greater intrinsic
interest, a loss o f interest in STEM, and a rejection of the STEM career-associated
lifestyle (Seymour, 1992).
FarreU (2002) explains that STEM fields have failed to highlight the social
value and relevance o f the subject matter. In particular, the disconnection between
aibject material and life applicability has been shown to affect the retention o f women
in en^eering. For many female students, the technical nature o f engineering does not
suggest life skffls o f creative thinking and commumcatioa Seymour (1992) explains
that the image of sdentific careers also does not appeal to female students’
orientation toward helping others and having a family.
Cultural stereotypes provide one prominent explanation for the gender gap in
science and mathematics. Claude Steele, a psychologist at Stanford University, has
done some of the most convincing research on the effect of negative cultural
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rtereotypes (Stede» 1994). Steel and Ms colleagues recruited male and female college
students with talent in mathematics, who saw themselves as strong math students. He
gave them a difficult mathematics test taken from the Graduate Record Exaimnations
(ORE). In one condMon, the Mudeants were told this test showed no gender
differences.
H ie male and female coEege students who took the difficult math test were
either told that the teat generaUy showed gender differences—impijnng the stereotype
o f women’s math Inferiority was relevant to interpreting their own frustratiion—or
that it Aowed no gender differences—implying that the gender stereotype was not
relevant to their performance on this particular test. In drrnnatic support of Steele’s
effect o f negative culturM stereotypes reasoning, women performed worse than men
when they were told that the test produced gender differences—replicating women’s
underperformance in earlier experiments—but they performed equal to men when the
test was represented as insensitive to gender differences, even though, of course, the
same difficult test was used in both conditions. However, the women in this study
never achieved math scores as high as men reached even when the threat of cultural
stereotypes was removed (Kleinfeld, 1998b).

Factors That Promote or Encourage Women’s Success in STEM
When young women graduate from high school, they have basic science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics skills and knowledge in numbers and
percentages comparable to young men, although some gaps exist at the most
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advanced levels. However, young women are much less apt than young men to
continue on in STEM fields (Campbell & Hoey, 1999). This situation is one o f several
fectors feat prompted National Science Foundation (NSF) leadership in improving
preK-12, undergraduate, graduate, professional development, and public science
literacy projects as well as advocating for and fending projects that promote gender
equity in the STEM disciplines. In patrtnersMp with the research and education
commiimty, state and local education agencies, civic groups, business and industry,
and parents, NSF fosters fee invigoration of research-informed standards-based
STEM education at tdl levels.
The National Science Foundation has been in fee forefront of gender equity
advocacy and education reform in the sciences, having partnered with public and
private organizations to research the issues, disseminate research findings, and
establish and advance an equity agenda in education and professional practice. As a
result, privately and publicly fended STEM programs targeting girls and young
women tend to have as goals;
• To increase girls’ participation in STEM course taking
• To improve girls’ self-confidence and attitudes towards women in STEM
• To increase interest and participation in STEM careers
(Campbell & Hoey, 1999; Clewell et at., 2000)
Research studies and program evaluations provide some information about
strategies that have been employed to meet these goals and the impact of those
strategies in encouraging girls in STEM. For example, programs for pre-college girls
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that Gomfeiae haads-on activities, including student designed projects, and the
provision o f role models through mentoring, internships, and career-oriented fi,eld trips
have been found to lead to:
* Interest in STEM
« Inaeased self confidence
* Feww or decreases in sexist attitudes about girls and women in STEM
® Skill and concept development (vwtMn the areas covered by the hands-on
activities)
(Campbell & Steinbrueck, 1996; Clewell et al., 2000;
Expanding Your Horizons, 1999)
Research studies and practical intervention pro^am s concerning the entrance,
retention, amd achievement o f girls in mathematics indicated probable areas for fiuitfid
programs in science. To reverse these perceptions and increase female participation,
educators point to the need to strengthen the educational pipeline, especially at the
pre-college and community college level where interest in STEM develops.
Intervention workshops and studies in science were initiated in the early 1980s and
were oftm fimded by the Women’s Educational Equity Act (U.S. Department of
Education) or by the Education and Human Resource Directorate o f the National
Science Foundation, which found that most gender intervention programs that
focused on schools and had the objectives of (a) eliminating male gender bias and
demystifying science, usually by exposing girls to career information and female role
models; (b) improving girls’ self-confidence and self-perceptions of their ability to do
science; (c) implementing teaching strategies that actively involved girls in science
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lessons; and (d) devdoping girls’ practical skills in widea-staading and applicatioM o f
sdence.
Kahle (1985, 1997) identified factors that increased the interest levels as well
as the retention rates o f girls m science courses. This study focused on detemuning
which,

any, teaching strate^es and teacher behaviors were successfiil in

encouraging ^ I s to remain in science. The study involved eight sites across the
United States and approximately 400 high school biology students. The researchers
found that teachers who had a high proportion o f girls continuing to enroll in high
school chemistry and physics used specific teaching practices. For example, compared
with a national sample (Weiss, 1978), they emphasized laboratory work and
discussion groups, they quizzed their students weekly, they stressed creativity and
basic skills, and they used numerous printed resources rather than relying solely on
one textbook. The teachers, mostly females, also provided their students with career
information and informal academic counseling. They all had attractive classrooms
decorated with posters and projects, and kept live plants and animals in their
laboratories. The researchers hypothemed that the identified teaching strate^es
contributed to more ^ I s continuing to take elective science courses (Kahle, 1985).
The next section reviews research that features girls’ own perceptions of their
sdence capabilities in the context of programs, instructional strategies, and
approaches that have emerged to make it possible for increasing numbers o f girls to
participate in the sciences.
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Section II

Girls *Perceptions o f Their Status Within the STEM Field; An Exploration
o f the Direct and Logical Cormectiam and Strategies That Mc^ Help
Girls to Overcome Negative Perceptions
Alternative or magnet schools are defined as public schools that offer
specialized programs which allow students to attend their school o f choice amd whose
focus best matches their Interest (Cookson, 1994), As a result, numerous alternative
schools were designed with a focus k science, math, and technology. Whether the
schools were co«ed or single-sex. The New England Consortium for Undergraduate
Science Education (1996) implied, based on sociological, psychological, and
educational research, that to teach for equality we must first recognize that teacMng
habits differentially affect various populations in our classrooms.
It has been argued by many educators that by using teaching techniques that
recognize a variety o f learning styles in our classrooms, we would not serve only
women but would attract more students, including men, who are not learning under
the standard lectwre-style, large-class, science education system. Some faculty who
have considered the challenge of teaching for a more diverse “audience” have claimed
that more inclusive teaching is simply good teaching. While this belief appears to be
widespread, there are two caveats. First, some educators suggest that aeating a
welcoming climate has more to do with good classroom teaching than using out-ofclassroom strategies. Second, by concentrating on what we know to be good teaching
practices alone, it is often possible to ignore gender-related difference.
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Stodi.es have Aown that there are gender differences in c»mmuiiicatiioti styles
(Hall., 1982), In general, men tend to respond to questions more confidently,
aggressivdy, and quicHy, regardless o f the quality of their responses; they tend to
speak more freely and spontaneoudy in class, formulating their answers as they speak.
Women, on the other hand, tend to wmt longer to respond to a question in class,
choosing their words care&lly, refiecting on the question and constructing an answer
before they speak. These studies have also shown that women tend to be interrupted
more frequently than men; when this happens, they get the message that their
contributions are not as valuable, and they may hesitate to join discussions in, the '
future.
It is a conmon belief among students that college-level introductory science
classes me intended to “weed out” or eliminate those students who me not deemed
“fit” to be in the sdences. The perception of a “weeding out” process discourages
many interested students from pursuing science in college. Some teachers believe that
“a lack of certain ability and/or character attributes distinguishes those students who
leave STEM majors from students who remain in them. Widespread acceptance o f
this theory allows STEM schools to regard their leaving as a kind o f ‘natural
selection’ process” (Seymour, 1992). In fact, studies (Astin, Green & Kom, 1987;
Astin, Green, Kom, SchaUti, & Berz, 1988; Green, 1989; Seymour, 1992) have
repeatedly shown that many students who leave the sciences are intelligent and
strongly motivated, but are discouraged by the competitive atmosphere and the belief
that the school is trying to judge their abilities at an eayrly stage. Although many
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classes are designed to set students in competition, students often respond more
positively to an atmosphere of cooperative learning. In her research, Elaine Seymour
found that over a third o f the students switching out of a STEM' field indicatal that
one o f their primary reasons for leaving was that their “morale was undeimined by
competitive culture” (Seymour, 1993).
Cooperative teaming is an approach to learning which uses small groups of
students working together to solve problems, complete a task, or accomplish a
common goal. “Small groups provide a forum in which students ask questions,
discuss ideas, make mistakes, team to listen to others’ ideas, offer constructive
criticism, and summarize their discoveries in writing” (National Council o f Teachers
o f Mathematics jNCTM], 1989).

Pedagogical Strategies Currently Used in Practice by Alternative School
as aM em s to Retain Girls Within Science cmd Overcome Girls ’
Negative Perceptions o f Their “Place " Within Science
Launched by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ standards in
1989 and followed by the National Research Council’s science standards in 1995,
reform efforts advocate instructional strategies such as hands-on science activities and
small-group learning that are widely believed to help foster girls’ teaming. One recent
study o f performance-based science classrooms in grades 5-8 found that although
boys and girls earned similar grades, girls’ perceptions of their science abilities
actually deaeased over the year, in contrast to those of their male classmates. A
second study found that even in the early years, boys were more apt to solve
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problems by developing their own rules, and girls were more apt to follow the rales of
others.
The National Sdence Foundation’s (2003) federally fiinded project. Get Set,

Go! worked with teachers, parents, and community science museums and centers.
The program encouraged middle school girls’ active participation in science. Four
lessons learned from the project are as foUows: The first lesson is Provide timefor

teachers to research resources. Teachers need experience with, information about
and materials for hands-on aotiwti^,.iad typically have little time to search for them.
It is important to designate tinw.iuiing an institute for teachers to research curricula
and hands-on activities for their clasa'oom. It is worthwhile having project staff do
the legwork o f finding resources that teachers at the institute can review and order.
The second lesson is Explicitly communicate underlying principles and

strategies, as those participating may not easily make connections. It is important in
a hands-on session to make one or two key scientific concepts or processes explicit
enough for deep understanding and not just do activities for activities’ sake. Whether
practicing strategies to accommodate diverse learning styles, modeling a parent night
program, or conducting a hands-on activity, three steps will make principles more
accessible to teachers: (1) Do the activity, (2) Tell teachers what you did (this step is
often skipped), and (3) Have them refiect on how thQ^ can apply that k their own
classes or schools. Similarly, on parent mghts, (1) Do the activity, (2) ExpMn to
parents what concept or skill is being developed, and (3) Explain why that is
important for the education o f their children.
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The third lesson is Coach m k models. Scientists unaccustomed to speaking to
middle school students must be told in advance that the science content is less
important than how a Kientist’s experiences prepared her for her career in science. In
connection with guest lectures, acplicitly discuss gender equity issues, what courses
students should take (starting in middle school), how ^ I s can pursue viable cm^eers in
science, and how math and science are important to informed citizens.
The fourth lesson is Improve science displays. Classroom science displays
seldom represent people, much less a diversity o f people, and schools rarely have
science displays in the hallways.
Another NSF funded project. The Girl Power program (NSF, 2003), stressed
four general ways to encourage girls’ interest in math, science, and technology
classes:
1. Model equity in the academic environment—This can be done by hanging
posters that feature as many girls as boys (and as many women as men), by treating
girls equally, by featuring information on careers mid colleges, and by making evident
math and sdence’s real-life applications. In an equitable environment, teachers use
more hands-on lessons, more cooperative groups, and more relevant examples.
Teachers and counselors may need extra training.

2. Use expropriate teaching strategies—The most important strategy for
encouraging girls is to include hands-on activities in which boys and girls can
participate equally. Girls should get equal hands-on time, for example, rather than
simply record information while the boys do all the manipulation. Teachers should call
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on students randomly, to be sure girls and boys are called on, equally and get equally
complex questions.
3. Injuse gender equity into the curriculum—In providing examples, tell how
specific women have contributed to sdence, at the point in the curriculum that is
relevant to their accorapiishment.
4. Make assessment equitable—Girls diould see models o f what is expeded
and should be allowed some options for how to demonstrate their competence.
Section III

A Review o f Critical Studies That Address the Success or Failure o f
These Pedagogical Approaches That Are Centered in Retaining
Girls in Science ProScans
For about 20 years teachers and researchers have been concerned about
differences in the enrollments and achievements o f girls and boys in science. Early
work focused on differences in interest, attitudes, and motivation—^it was thought
that if girls liked science, they would do well in it. Early intervention projects helped
teachers teach science in a “girl fiiendly” way and focused on the science that girls
indicated they preferred (biology). Assessments o f those projects indicated that
neither the attitudes nor achievements o f ©rls systematically improved. Recently,
researchers have proposed a model that explains the complex sociocultural, personal,
and educational interactions that must be addressed to increase both the numbers and
the achievements of girls m school science (Kahle, Parker, Rennie & Riley, 1993).
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Today, research teils us that the issues affecting girls in science must be addres»d at
an early age and may differ across groups.
Research at the University o f M nnesota (Kahle Sc Meece, 1994) suggests that
boys and gjrls learn socially appropriate behavior by 24 to 26 months o f age. At that
time, male and female stereotypes are set, and boys, more than girls, define what they
will and will not do. Similar sex-stereotypic behaviors are revealed in vary young
science students. In one study, for example, kindergarten cMdren were interviewed 3
weeks after they entered school. At that age, neither boys nor girls were able to define
science, but—even without that knowledge—more boys than girls replied that they
wanted to be scientists, that they were good in science, and that they had done
science. The importance of their attitudes is reflected in the hypothesis that sex
differences in course taking patterns are established as early as kindergarten.
Another study revealed that fourth grade girls showed a preference for
biological science, while boys, many o f whom had out-of-school experience with
mechanical and electrical activities, chose topics in the physical science. Furthermore,
in this same Sudy, girls based their selections on what they should know, while boys
selected science topics on the basis o f what they wanted to know (Kahle &
Damnjanowc, 1994).
By the time adolescence is researched, children have a well-defined identity.
Some studies show that giris’ regard for science begins to decline m junior high
school. For example, equal percentages o f third-grade ^ rls (67%) and boys (66%)
responded that what they learned in science classes is usefitl in everyday life. In
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sevaith grade, botli boys’ and ^ s ’ responses co,nti«ued to be .&irly Mgh (54% and
57%, respectively). However, boys retained that attitude through Mgh school, while
girls’ perceptions o f the utility of science decreased 11%. The same is found to be
true o f into-est in sdence related careers. Boys and ^ ris responded the same in the
7th grade, but many girls lose interest by the 11th grade (Jones, Mullis, Raizen,
W dss,& Weston, 1992).
The deterioration o f girls’ views o f science is reflected in their enrollment in
elective science courses in high school. Although the last few years have seen a
substantiai increase in the number of young women enrolling in high, school chemistry,
they continue to be underrepresented in physics. There is also some indication that
girls’ increased diemistiy enrollment may be due to increased science requirements
for high school graduation, and that much o f the increase is in nonacademic chemistry
courses (National Science Foundation, 1996).
The American Association of University Women (AAUW) has for years been
on the leading edge o f research in the field o f educational equity. Their landmark
1992 study, ‘Wow

Shortchange Girls,” showed that girls in the early school

years are no less innately interested or competent in math and science than boys. In
feet, they consistently match or surpass boys in these subjects as measured by
scholastic aptitude test. Yet at around age 13, ^ I s ’ interest in higher education—
particularly in the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
subjects and in nontraditional careers begins a steady decline.
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Canadian w iter Myrim Kostash (1993), In her book No Kidding: Inside the

World ofTeemige Girk, notes some o f the causes of what many educators refer to as
The Great Divide:
® math and science-oriented toys and games tend to be designed with boys in
mind;
« boys don’t like ^ I s who beat them at “their” subjects, therefore girls who
show great interest an,d/or competence in these subjects risk social
isolation;
» giris l»ve fewer rote models in the STEM sector;
• STEM subjects are often mistakenly seen (and presented) as “cold” and
“theoretic^”, whereas girls tend to prefer people-oriented subjects;
• girls aren’t often shown the value and applications that STEM subjects
have for them in their lives and career options;
• fear of public feilure in tackling the unfamiliar.
Attitudes and practices in both the home and the classroom begin to shape the way
girls view themselves and their capabilities. Both educators and parents convey
messages about what’s “gender appropriate.” Educators must reflect on and get rid o f
any biases that they might possess in order to create an equitable science classroom.
Howev®-, they cannot alleviate the problem alone; parents must also foster a gender
equitable environment. It is important for parents to expose their daughters to science
and problem-solwng-based activities and to convey the message that science is ftin for
all (Jovanovic & Dreves, 1995).
Boys are called on more frequently in class, challenged with more difficult
questions and tasks, and play a fer more active role in hands-on-projects and
demonstrations. Teachers may devote more time to boys m math and science classes.
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Girls are frequently tracked into low-abiEty math and science dasses—even with
scores matching those o f iwys who are tracked into advanced courses. At critical
decision-making stages, giris we not given infonnation about, and, in fact, are
sometimes steered away from advanced courses.
Parents shape and direct their sons’ and daughters’ interests almost daily in
everything from dinner tahle discussions to toy choices. Girls also have to contend
with two powerfel stereotypes; the first, that females are concerned primarily with
feelings and relationships; the second, that work In the STEM sector revolves
exclusively around the collection o f “impersonal” data; therefore, girls don’t “belong.”
It can be a complex mix o f factors that push giris out o f STEM studies. What
is clear, however, is that the girls who drop these subjects like in junior high are
slamming the door on a mjniad o f career possibilities. If girls are to be active
partjcipants in STEM careers, parents, teachers, schools, businesses, and the larger
community must implement targeted interventionist stratepes early, consistently, and
collaboratively.
There are several ways parents and educators can encourage giris to keep
their options open and to pursue all subjects in which they have a talent and interest.
First and foremost, parents must remain involved throughout the middle years while
their daughters are making these important decisions. If math and science have been a
strength in dementary school (and even if that’s not the case), encourage girls to
enroll in classes that will make them, stretch intellectually. In high school, encourage
girls to take Advanced Placement and pre-AP courses in these subjects. In addition.
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parents and educators can help ®rls become involved in emiciiment pro^am s that
mcourage gjrls to pursue STEM careers.
For educators, researdi implies that an inquiry approach to instruction
enhances girls’ interest in science more than boys (Monran, Demoss, & Bm iett,
2001). Inquiry-based science emphasizes collaborative group work, hands-on
experiments, and the sharing o f data, all of which girls tend to enjoy more than boys.
What is inqdiiy-based science education? It is an approach to science education
through which d id re ii learn, to ask questions, experiment, develop theories, and
communicate ideas (Maher, 1998). It consists o f five elements: (1) a research-based,
inquiry-centered curriculum; (2) professional development; (3) materials support;
(4) assessment strategies; and (5) community and administrative support.
Released in October 1995, Growing Smart: What’s Workingfo r Girls in
School (AAUW, 1995) gave educators, policymakers, parents, and students’ insights
into strategies those foster girls’ acWevement and healthy development. A national
review of more than 500 reports and studies on gkls in grades K-12, Growing Smart
offered compelling evidence that innovative approaches such as team learning, dlgirls classes, and greater hands-on access to computers and tools benefit girls’ ability
to succeed in school. The publication included a detailed summaiy o f the researchers’
data; action strategies for schools, femiEes, and community leaders; and a resource list
o f programs nationwide with photos and firsthand accounts fi-om program
participants.
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■ Women in Science:

Reportfrom the FieM (KaMe, 198S) speaks to

researdio's that conducted nationwide surveys to identify teachers who have
m otivatal Hugh school girls to continue in science. In addition to assessing
instructional techniques, classroom climate, and teacher-student interactions, a
selected sample o f students (former and current) responded to questionnaires which
assessed attitudes, intellectual, and sociocultural variables. Two types o f research,
observational and survey, were used to gather data for the research. The case studies,
which were the observational part of the project, provided information about the
student-teacher and student-student interactions. Case studies were limited in the
extent to which they may produce generalizations applicable to other situations.
Therefore, they were supplemented with survey data, describing the id)ilities,
activities, and aspirations of the involved students and teachers. These research efforts
led to the following conclusions.
Danzl-Tauer (1990) and Kahle, Anderson, and Damnjanovic (1991) found
that teachers who successfully encourage girls in science:
• Maintain well-equipped, organized, and perceptually stimulating
classrooms.
• Are supported in their teaching activities by the parents o f their students
and are respected by current and former students.
• Use non-sexist language and examples and include information on women
sdeotists.
• Use laboratories, discussions, and weekly quizzes as their primary modes of
instruction and supplement those activities with field trips and guest
speakers.
• Stress creativity and basic skills and provide career information.
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Factors which discourage giris in science:
* High school counselors who do not encourage fiuther courses in science
and mathematics.
® Lack o f information about science-related career opportunities and their
prerequisites,
* Sex-sta*eotyped views o f science and scientists which we project«»l by
texts, media, and many adults.
® Lack of development of spatial ability skills (which could be fostered in
shop and mechanical drawing classes).
® Fewer experiences with science activities and equipment wMch are
stereotyped as masculine (mechanics, electricity, astronomy).
The teachers, both male and female, who were successful in motivating girls
to continue to study science, practiced “directed intervention.” That is, girls were
asked to assist with demonstrations; were required to perform, not merely record, in
the laboratories; and were encouraged to participate in science-related field trips. In
addition, teachers stressed the utility of math and science for fixture careers.
Both male and female students in the schools identified as “positive toward
^ I s in science” were questioned about their attitudes toward science and science
careers. When compared with a national sample, the students in these schools had a
much more positive outlook. This difference was especially pronounced among girls.
When asked how frequently they like to attend science class, 67% of the girls
responded “often,” compared with 32% o f the ^ris in the national sample. And when
asked if they would like to pursue a science-related job, 65% of the girls said “yes,”
compared with 32% of the girls in the national sample.
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This research suggested that teaching slyles and other school-related factors
are important in encouraging girls to continue in science courses and careers. The
path to a scientific career begins in Mgh school and requires skilled and seaisitive
teachers. The research identified the foEowing “Do’s” and “Don’ts” for teachers who
want to foster equity in science classrooms,
DO
use laboratory and discussion activities
provide career information
directly Involve girls in science activities
provide informal academic counseling
demonstrate unisex treatment in science classrooms

DON’T
u » seast humor
use sex-stereotyped examples
distribute sexist classroom materials
allow boys to dominate discussions or activities
allow girls to passively resist
Another study assessed the effects of specific types of curriculum to improve
retention rates and achievement levels of girls in school science. The study involved
10 rural, mde biology teachers, who were introduced to quantitative laboratory
activities that included spatial-visual exercises as well as the use of cooperative group
learning (Danzl-Tauer, 1990). After the intervention program, most o f the teachers
increased the amount of time spent in individual and small-group activities as well as
with hands-on, manipulative materials designed to develop students’ spatial and
quantitative skills. Interviews with teachers suggested that the change was due to the
avMlability of quantitative and skill activities that were approaching for alternative
classroom interaction modes. By regressing classroom strategies against student
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variables, Dand,-Tauer found that the use o f more interactive activities in, an
individual format was related positively to girls’ enjoyment o f science and gains in
science achievement. However, Danzl-Tauer found a negative relationship between
times spent in small groups and gkls’ attitudes concenung self-confidence in science
ability and useMness o f science.
FinaEy, Danzl-Tauer reported that the time in whole-class activities seemed
unrelated to any o f the student variables in the study. She cautioned that the negative
relationship between use o f small-group activities and attitude might have occurred
because the small groups were not cooperative groups. She did not find a relationship
between future enrollment in science and math and any teacher variable (interaction
mode or number of activities used). Although she concluded that gender differences
in enrollment patterns were a function of the schools attended rather than o f the
science dasses and teachers, she did identify a factor (use o f manipulative and
quantitative materials) related to improved achievement of ^ I s in science.
Intervention programs have been feirly successfiil in identifying specific
factors that influence girls’ self-confidence and retention in science courses (Matyas &
Malcom, 1991). However, they have been less successM in identifying specific
factors that contribute to the continued and growing achievement gap between girls
and boys in science. Recent work (Danzl-Tauer, 1990; Kahle et al., 1991; Banin &
Tensham, 1987; Renme & Parker, 1987) indicates that emphasis on the skills of
science may fiuther enhance girls* retention and, with wide-implementation, result in
improved achievement levels.
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The WTN Foundatioii, Inc., funded by the Women’s Television Network
(2003), provided the foUowng list o f tips for teachers:
» Observe classroom dynamics and monitor your behavior and interactions
with girls and with boys.
® Avoid perpetuating gender bias In your discussions o f academic subjects,
skiUs, careers, daily tasks, cstc., m d in software, textbooks and other
teaching materials you may use.
• Don’t “talk down” to girls. Use questions and comments to encourage their
tfunking and problem-solving skills.
• Call on boys and girls equaUy.
» While the Jury is out on “learning styles,” girls do seem to prefer
collaboration to competition. Set up classrooms to promote co-operative
work.
• Present computers as a tool for creating and communicating, not as a
machine to be progrsunmed.
• Display a positive attitude and enthusiasm when it comes to acquiring new
sMils, encourage students to overcome their reluctance.
• Be attentive to girls’ requests for extra help. Create tutoring and
enrichment opportunities as well as all-girl clubs and classes.
• Design activities that are fun, relaxed and collaborative, and include handson work and problem solving. Ensure that girls are front-line participants.
• Encourage ^ Is to pursue high-level math and science classes, particularly
at the criticd decision-making stages grades 6, 7, and 8.
• Dispel narrow stereotypes o f STEM fields and the people in them by
putting girls in touch with female professionals.
• Consciously foster a confident, “can-do” attitude in gjrls in all that they
undertake. Self-confidence is the memory of success.
• Involve parents as allies and partners. They have a powerful influence o the
choices their daughters make. Encourage them to talk to their daughters
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about the many options open to them and about the importance o f pursuing
STEM studies to keep tiieir options open. (WTN, 2003)
Conclusion
In conclusion, highly recommended approaches to keep girls lu^vely engaged
in learning about and valuing science include strategies that (a) employ inquiry based,
hands-on science experiences and structured activities (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998);
(b) involve practical applications—girls will leara more if they are given the chance to
do science instead of Just hear lectures about it (Jovanovic & Dreves, 1995); (c) use
themes that are appealing to girls and use any techniques that girls are comfortable
with and feel successful in (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998); and (d) present stories and
literature about women scientists by exposing girls to women in science, as such
stories help to break down the stereotypes associated with competence in science
(North Central Regional Education Laboratory, 1996).
In New Formulasfo r America’s Workforce: Girls in Science and

Engineering, the National Science Foundation (2003) states;
The world needs a citizenry that understands the discoveries and inventions '
that are changing our Eves. Science and math courses need to entice, excite,
and appeal, as wett as inform our students. They cannot be boring and
outdated and unnecessarily hard—maimed at “weeding” most students out of
advanced studies. We need to engage and include more students, and a greater
diversity o f students, so that they persist further than before in learning the
basics o f science, math, and tectooiogy.
The literatwe on girls in sdence, technology, engineering, and mathematics
research and practice was helpful in identifying factors that have been found to (a)
enhance, and (b) impede or hinder girls participation in science and related courses
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and careers. The body o f literature is growing. Researdi indings have reailted in a
range o f lessons learned and usefiil strategies for fostering greater participation and
professional involvement of girls in STEM disdplines. There is some evidence that
these lessons are gradually being disseminated and understood by people in the
scientific, higher education and K-12 communities. This is necessary before
widespread adoption and the needed change can take place. Yet, while it is easy to
infer fi-om the literature the external barriers to gender sensitive instruction, support,
and career development, few studies have explored and made explicit girls’ own
perceptions of the factors that enhance and/or Mnder their participation in STEM.
This study contributes information and insights about girls’ perceptions about their
successes and failures in STEM to the growing body o f knowledge.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purpose o f this study was to determine the factors that girls identify as
contributing to their success in a program specifically designed to maximize their
acMevement in science, sfjecifically, what fectors they Identify that fecilitate or Mnder
their success. Qualitative methodology was used to investigate perceptions and
analyze the data obtained fi-om the interviews.
Qualitative Methodology; An Overview
The research methodology is inspired by the criteria established in Strauss’
“Grounded Theory” design (Strauss, 1987). According to this methodology, a
“sensitizing concept” is formulated from the beginning of the data collection, that is,
from the first review o f literature as weH as from the interview drafting (Dausien,
1994), “and is continuously probed, discussed and reformulated during the ongoing
research, with a feedback path wMch leads to revision of the starting data on the basis
o f the temporary results obtained” (Bergamlni, 1995, p. 353).
The purpose o f “qualitative” or “naturalistic” research varies according to the
research paradigm, methods, and assumptions. Generally speaking, qualitative
researchers attempt to describe and interpret some human phenomena, often in the
words of selected individuals (the informants). A qualitative approach is a way of
54
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using a systematic logic o f inferoice to understand the experiences o f respondents and
to draw conclusions from data tlmt are not quantitative and that are intended to
describe, eidier explicitly or implicitly, nonquantifiable aspects of the respondents’
experiences (beliefs, feelings, views, attitudes); the ways that respondents order their
experience—as. opposed to the way a researcher would frame the experience; the role
o f the researcher(s), the stages o f research, and the method o f data analysis.
Qualitative research is based on the information gained through watching, listening, touching, feeling, smeiing, tasting, and interacting, “The sources of knowledge are at
least as diverse as the range of infonnation provided by the senses. Each o f the senses
provides a unique content that is not replicable by other sense modalities” (Eisner,
1979, p. 14).
Grounded theory is a qualitative research approach that was originally
developed by Glaser and Strauss in the 1960s. The self-defined purpose of grounded
theory is to develop theory about phenomena of interest. Grounded theory is most
accurately described as a qualitative research method in which the theory Is developed
from the data, rather than the other way around. That makes this an inductive
approach, meaning that it moves from the spedfic to the more general. The method of
study is essentially based on three elements: concepts, categories, and propositions, or
what was originally called “hypotheses.” However, concepts we the key dements of
analysis since the theory is developed from the conceptualization of data, rather than
the actual data.
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GrouBMieci theory is in emergent research process with some similarities to
action research. It sets out to find what theory accounts for the research situation as it
is. In tMs respect it is like action resMrch: the am is to understand the research
atuation. Strauss and Codbin (1998), authors o f Basics o f Qualitative Research:
Techniques and Proceduresfo r Developing Grounded Theory, are among the
inodel’s greatest advocates. According to Strauss and Corhin, “The grounded theory
approach is a qualitative research method that uses a systematic set of procedures to
develop an kductively derived grounded theory about a phenomenon” (p. 27).
The primary objective of grounded theory, then, is to ejqpand upon an
explanation of a phenomenon by identifykg the key elements of that phenomenon.
The aim of this approach is to discover underlying social forces that shape human

behavior, by means of interviews with open-ended questions and through skilled
observations.
By utiMng the grounded theory approach, qualitative research data were
obtained through informal conversation, interviews, and observations to determine

fectors Identified as contributing to their (students’) success or failure in programs
spedfically designed to maximize their achievement in science. Students volunteered
to participate In the interviewing process.
The Research Sample
The school In this study is a girls’ school o f choice which includes middle and
high school, 7th through 12th grade levels. Student enrollment draws from 30
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surrowading commutiities and is radally Mid economically diverse with 64% o f the
stadents who quaity for free and reduced meals. The school emphasizes a hands-on,
experiential approach to science. This Instructional approach helps students gain an
understanding o f concepts and processes such as chemical interactions, biological
effects o f chemicals, qualtative and quantitative analysis, and the difference between
scimce Mid pubEc policy. The school’s scienc® curriculum covers aspects o f biology,
chemistry, and physics. There are three science teachers on staff who are traaned k
one or more science discipEnes.
The participants in this study included girls who had attended the school for at
least 3 years, representing ninth and twdfth graders, respectively, during the 20032004 academic school year. Having attended the school at least 3 years sJlowed the
girls to have a clear perception o f science classes at different grade levels. From the
student enrollment list for the 2002-2003 school year, 90 students met the set criteria.
The sample for this study was selected from a pool of 35 eighth graders and 55
deventh graders. The science teachers assisted in the selection process by identifying
those gfrls who were more likely to provide candid responses regwding their thoughts
and opinions. As a result of staff input, 20 girls, representing both ninth and twelfth
graders, were asked to participate and they aHagreed. Concluding the selection and
interview process, it was learned that there was an equal distribution o f participants
who were passing and friiling their current science classes. In the final analysis,, the
sample represented 10 ninth graders (5 passing and 5 failing) and 10 twelfth graders
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(5 passing and 5 feiling). In the findings, pseudonyms were ^ven to tiie participants in
order to protect their identity.
The Research Design
Easteihy-Saiith, Thorpe, and Lowe (1990) define researdi design as the
overall configuration of a piece of research; vidiat kind of ewdence is gather«i from
where and how w ch evidence is interpreted in order to provide good answers to the
basic research questions. As such, classroom observations, informal conversation, and
Interviews were used in this study to assist in determiniEg the fectors girls identified
as contributing to their success or failure in a program specifically designed to
maximize their achievement in science.
Instrumentation
Lincoln and Guba (1985) state that the instrument of choice in naturalistic
inquiry is the human because he or she has the ability to interact with the situation, be
responsive to environment^ clues, provide immediate feedback, and request
verification of data (p. 236). The human instrument can coEect information at multiple
levels OTOuItaneousIy, explore a typical or unexpected response, and process data as
soon as they become avaUable (Hoepfi, 1997).
A structured protocol was used for the interview process. Utilizing closedended questions, the interviews were audiotaped and transcribed. The transcribed
■texts of all the interviews were then subjected to content analysis to ideihify the
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central concepts and tlieines tiiat were present. The instruHient was de%ned to elicit
responses from participating girls that would reveal to the researcher some indication
o f their perceptions and general views vwth regards to education and careers in
science. The interview questions were developed on the basis of the literature review.
The questions covered their feelings; views—^hkes and disEkes, impressions, and
thoughts concerning the school; their fiiture career choices; the teachers; the
classroom; the science curriculum; teaching teckiques; and learning styles. All o f the
aforementioned areas were covered in order to assist the respondents in determining
factors contributing to their success or failure.
Interview questions I through 15 were used as ice breaker questions in order
to relax the girls and allow them time to become acquainted with the researcher and
the interview process. Those questions were personal questions that they could easEy
respond to. Once that rapport was estabEshed, the respondents moved quickly
through the interviewing process. The respondents held eye contact and spoke freely.
They were attentive to the questions asked and requested that the question be
repeated if they did not understand or weren’t sure what the researcher was asking.
The majority of the giris did not know the researcher by name but knew the
researcher as being associated with “some kind of project” at the school of choice.
This association was good for the interviewing process and the researcher because the
girls were very open and amazingly consistent with their responses, even across grade
levels and level of success. The remaining interview questions (questions 16 through
62) were science- and program-related and assigned by the researcher. The researcher
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assi^ed the code words, the parent code words, and the key terms accordingly.
Based on the frequency o f responses and the context in which the girls responded,
key themes emerged.
Approaches for Data Collection

InUrvims
The interview is a most commonly used approach for data collection in
qualitative research. A qualitative interview Is an interaction between the researcher
and the interviewees through conversation, which is a basic mode o f human
interaction. When people talk to each other, they interact, get to know each other,
and understand each other’s experiences, feelings, expectations, and the world they
live in (Kvale, 1996). Through interviews, the researcher can enter into other people’s
perspectives and understand how people make sense o f their world and experiences
(Restine, 1999). Interviewing is a metaphor of hearing data and sharing experiences.
Through It, the researcher can extend Ms or her intellectual and emotional reach
across time, class, race, gender, and geograpMcal divisions (Rubin & Rubin, 1995).
The words o f the interviewees can give a picture o f life changing experiences similar
to real world events and demonstrate how the interviewees make sense of their
perceptions and views of their access or failure in science.
Interviews constituted the major part o f data collection in tMs research. The
interviews conducted in this study were designed as structured interviews. In the
structured interview, the interviewer asks predefined questions but also tries to leave
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more freedom for the interviewees to talk about matters that are importent to them,
from their own perspectives, concerning STEM (science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics) and related issues. The lived experience and insights o f the
interriewees are released through the interview, and the interviewer tries to gain
access to the world o f the subject and Ms or her perspective (Kvale, 1996; Rubin &
.Rubin, 1995), In this case, &e participants had varied expaieinces and views toward
sdence, and the researcher wanted these detdled depictions o f their experiences. A
structured interview, rather than a semistractured Interview, was considered more
appropriate for this research.

Participant Observation
Reinard (1998) points out that in the research settings, qualitative researchers
often become “active participants” (p. 192). Researchers immerse themselves in the
research setting and gain membersMp and a close relationsMp with their participants
and obtain insight from within the participant groups (Gay & Airasian, 1996; Wax,
1986). Participant observation constituted a part o f tMs research. The researcher
observed that the girls proceeded through the questionnMre rather quickly and easily
answered questions. Based on the girls’ kinesics (posture, gestures, and facial
expressions that mirror feeling, beliefs, and attitudes), respondents appeared at ease
with the researcher, with the study, and with their participation in the study.
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Data CoEectioE Procedures
Sixty-two dosed-ended questions with 20 student participants were asked
(see Appendix B). Students were allowed to respond at length and in their own way
to the quesrtions, to adc for dariication o f any question they did not umierstaiid, and
to question the researcher to determine whether the responses given were on target.
Likewise, the researcher used probing questions to encourage students to give more
complete responses to the closed-ended questions. The interviews lasted
approximately 40 to 65 minutes and the interview process was completed in 4 days. If
in the process o f answering one question, the respondent answered another question
on the list, the researcher did not ask that question again. The one-on-one interview
was scheduled at the participants’ convenience and was held at the school in an
available room. Notes were taken during the course of each interview and responses
were clarified or expanded upon when it was considered useful to the study. The
purpose o f the interview was initially explained and permission to tape the interview
was requested. An informed consent form was provided for those participating in the
study. Students were granted the right to withdraw from the study at any time.
Data Analysis
Data analysis is central to grounded theory building research. For the study as
a whole, data collection, data ordering, and data analysis were interrelated as depicted
in Figure 2 (the attached numbers indicate the activity’s analytic sequence).
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Figure 2. The Interrelated Processes of Data Collection, Data Ordering, and Data
Analysis to Build Grounded Theory.

Within the general framework that is illustrated in Figure 2, data analysis for
each interview involved generating concepts through the process o f coding recurring
themes, which represents the operations by which data are broken down,
conceptualized, and put back together in new ways. It is the central process by wMch
theories are built from data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) and a central process for
allowing significant findings to be extracted from data.
Rubin and Rubin (1995) and Stake (1995) say that the analysis of qualitative
data begins during data collection and involves studying notes and transcripts,
organisdng or coding interview or observation excerpts into interpretive categories,
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searcMng for patterns and coimections among the excerpts, and reorganmng excerpts
into new and different categories. The excerpts may contradict or connect to passages
from other participants or to literature on the subject. This tedinique of analysis
permits freedom to continue to focus the study while gathering new and different data
which provide a greater depth to understanding the problem (Miles & Hubennan,
1994).
analysis for this research began wMIe the interviews and/or observations
were underway, and continued after each interview and/or observation and during the
review o f additional sources, as well. This allowed the researcher to pull out themes
and concepts that described the participants’ perceptions. This also allowed the
facihtation o f decisions on which areas to examine in more detail. The ongoing
analysis provided direction and the opportunity to clarify information and refine
interview questions.
Qualitative inductive analysis was used in this study to discover critical themes
emerging from the data (Patton, 1990). At the heart o f qualitative data analysis is the
task o f discovering themes and is one of the most fundamental tasks in qualitative
research. Themes are constructs which are identified before, during, and after data
collection. Themes may be dmved from (a) reviewing the literature; (b) the
characteristics o f the phenomena being studied; (c) already-agreed-upon professional
definitions; (d) local common-sense constructs; and (e) researchers’ values,
theoretical orientation, and personal experience with the subject matter (Blumer,
1979; Maxwell, 1996). Themes are mostly induced from texts. Grounded theorists
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cdl this induction

coding, md classic content analyses call it qualitatim amfysis

or bitent coding (Shapiro & Markoff, 1997). There are several techniques used to
discover themes in texts. These techniques are bas£«i on: (a) an analy^s of words
(word repetitions, key-indigenous terms, and key-words-in contexts); (b) a carefiil
readily o f larger blocks o f texts (compare and contrast, social science queries, and
searcMng for missing information); (c) an Intentional analysis o f linguistic features
(metaphors, transitions, connectors); and (d) the physical manipulation of texts
(unmarked texts, pawing, and cut and sort procedures). The researcher used tie
word-based techraque by generating a list o f the words used in the text and counting
the number o f times each occurred.
Data were coded into logical, descriptive, and meaningfiil categories to
provide a framework for analysis (Hoepfl, 1997). An appropriate method o f analysis
for this study has been described by Bogdan and BiMen (1982) as “working with data,
organizing it, breaking it into manageable units, synthesizing it, searching for patterns,
discovering what is important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will
teU others” (p. 145).
The data analysis software package, Ethnograph v. 5.08, a versatile osmputer
program designed to mMce the analysis of data collected during qualitative research
easier, more efficient, and more effective, was used to manage transcripts, allowing
for storing, browsing, indexing, and coding o f d l text. Ethnograph aflowed
exploration o f the documents and the search for patterns and themes that emerged
from the text. As the data were explored, text annotations were coded and an index
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system was estabEshed. Search tools witMa the software were used to link, explore,
and ask questions in order to determine relationships and establish MerarcMes within
the data.
Transcriptions o f the interviews from all participating students prowded the
text for the initial coding and Indexing o f data. The Ethnograph editor’s reformat
fiinction was used to convert data files into the 40-character, hanging-indent format
required by the software for analysis. Additional preparation of the data was made by
editing the text to include identifiers wMch were followed by a colon (;) and
contextual comments which followed the plus (+) sign. Text from a student interview
is presented the example in Figure 3. The student’s name, as well as the key terms
from the interview questions, are contextual comments following the plus (+) sign.
“CPI:” refers to the researcher asking the first question and the “Ql:” refers to the
student’s answer. “CPla:” refers to a follow-up question to clarify the student
response.
The researcher began the coding process by marking recurring words and
ideas emerging from the text by hand. In order to establish a code word index, each
text file was then analyzed using the Ethnograph software file coding fiinction. The
coding process continued with the numbering o f each tine o f each text file. Each
interview was coded individually to discover patterns and determine a word index
referred to as the codebook. The researcher repeated the process at several stages in
the research, noting patterns as they emerged in order to establish primary categories.
These primary categories provided the first level within the coding hierarchy. A family
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-i*Studeiit 1 “ Interview
+S«.bject Matter -1
CPI: What kinds o f tMngs do you like
to do in your science classes?
Ql; I like having group discussions,
cause reading, you know, when
you read the inforamtion, it
doesn’t mean you always
understand it. I like when we
have group discussions and the
whole class discusses it cause I
want to get people’s point of view
on what we read.
CP la: Do you like working on
your own or in groups?
Qla: I like both. Like, by myself,
I can count on rayseE If I want
the information, I got it. But
sometimes there’s too much to do,
I need other people to help. You
know, if you need help, you don’t
have to be scared to ask.

Figure 3. Example of Interview Text From Ethnograph.

tr « structure was established with parent code words at the top o f the Merardiy.
Related code words, referred to as “family code words,” were placed into a
Merardiical indac under the parent csode words. The parent code words that emerged
through interview data examination were deteimined to include five level-one
categories: (I) learning styles, (2) long-term goals, (3) subject matter, (4) classroom
climate/environment, and (5) evaluation.
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Detemiinttlott of the codiag hierarchy remained fladWe throughout the study.
The level-one parent code words were based on the following themes constructed and
deined by the researcher on the basis of interpretation o f the data:
1. Learning styles—student’s personal approach and attitude toward the
particular instructioiml strategy (approach).
2. Long-term goals—student’s personal approach and attitude tow »d her
future.
3. Subject matter—student’s personal approach and attitude toward science
and the science curriculum.
4. Classroom climate/environment—student’s personal approach and attitude
toward her surroundings.
5. Evaluation—student’s personal approach and attitude toward assessment of
subject matter and teachers.
In addition, the dosed-ended interview questions were analyzed and key terms
were assigned from the questions. The relationship o f the key terms to the parent
code words generated after the completion o f student interviews is presented in
Table 1.
The primary coding system that developed is illustrated in Table 2.
Studmt attitudes were explored by coding responses from the interviews.
Table 3 demonstrates an example of the fourth- and fifth-level code words used to
describe student attitudes.
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Table 1

Key Teosis From Interview Questions in Relationship
to Ori^nal Parent Code Words

Learning: S^tes

Long-Term
Goals

Subject IM ter

Classroom
CUmate/
Eiivironincnt

Evaluation

MGimp

#15 Job

#1 Enjoyable

#23 Discipline

#8 Interested

#7 Individual

#16 College

#2 Methods

#24 Bullies

#9 Boring

#12Eesm r«s

#17 Encourage

#3 Clear

#25 Competitive

#10 Change

#14 OoBapaite

#1® Work

#4 Understandable

#26 Safe

#11 Ck>mpare

#19 Education

#5 Difficult

#21 Fair

#20 Grow up

#13 LikeaDisliies

#22 Helpful

Code counts were generated for each code word used in the research. The
code count indicated the total number of times the word was used by the respondents
within the interview text data. Search combinations using multiple codes were
conducted as well, which allowed for the grouping of related code words. An
example of the code count of words that respondents used in answering the questions
is presented in Table 4,
After reviemng the five themes that emerged from the initial review o f the
data, the researcher reexamined the data based on overlap and repetition between the
themes, as well as re-examined the theoretical fiamework of the constructs according
to the literature review and the characteristics of the phenomena being studied. The
five themes were further refined and reduced in number by grouping them together. It
was then possible to select specific themes or categories for further investigation. The
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Table 2
Primary Coding System

Learning Styl^

Long-Tenn
Goals

SiibjertMjWer

Ciassroom
Climate/
Enviroanietit

Ev^uatkm

Appmach

Future

Content

Atmosphere

Assttsmetit

Career
Choices

Attitude
® Emotions
• Positive
• Negative

Metlbods
« Discuss
®Raid
• Write

Support

Proficiency
• Performance
• Know
> Understand

Resources

Influence

Competenix

Feelings

Theory

Advice

Skills

Beltefli

Teaching

Fulfiil

literacy

Personal Views

Grou|>

Problems

Opinions

Individiisl

Cunicxduni

'« Labs
* ’Experiiiten.ts
®Hands-oja
• Problemsolving

* Cooperative
» Friendly
• Hostile

tesom d
• Self-sMsre
» Sdf-reflcct

Class Manageu^nt

Standards

Views

T ab les

Words Used in the Coding o f Student Attitudes
Positive

Negative

Emotions

Confident

Difficult
Dislike

Excited

Easy

Frustrated

Enjoyable

G o o d J*

Lack o f Background

Futt

Helpfiil

Not Comfortable

Happy

Lite

Problems

Pleased

Aa»impEsh

Motivated

Ccmfortable

Proud

Success
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Table 4
Code Counts for References to Girls’ Perceptions and Views
Frequency Count
Codeword

Couat

Code Wcad

BiiIHes

5

Undefendable

i

Clear

14

Discipline

20

Competencies

5

Enjoyable

10

College

15

Expcrimentei

20

IW bkin-

5

DMikes

10

Education.

16

Gimip

20

Read

5

Likes

10

Enorurage

17

Hands<on

20

Write

5

Boring

12

Influences

17

HelpM

20

Individual

6

DiflBcwit

12

Computers

18

Labs

20

Interested

g

Resources

12

Fair

18

Safe

20

solving

CouiU Code Word

Count

Codeword

Count

final stage of the data analysis resulted in the following three key findings: (1)
cooperative learning, (2) a custom-tailored curriculum, and (3) positive infiuences of
mentors.
After reviewing the literature, the researcher found it necessary to employ
further deductive analysis in order to more effectively align the respondent’s
comments to reflect the factors that they identified as contributing to their success.
Overlapping themes were combined to clarify the five preliminary themes to the final
three key constructs. The findings that emerged from the final stage o f data analysis
were based on the literature review and defined by the researcher on the basis of
interpretation o f the data:
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1. Cooperative Iwrnrig—student’s personal views and interpretations toward
title instructional, todegy. The teaching style took on a multidimensional learning
approach,
2. A custom-taEored curriculum—student’s personal views and interpretation
toward the content of the subject matter taught in a manner that best matched her
learning style.
3. Positive influrances of mentors—student’s persona! views and interpretation
toward Individuals that impart lasting intipressions and/or encourage her sense of
belonging.
TrustwortMness of the Study
Two important questions that researchers face when using qualitative research
are; “Can the results o f this research be trusted?” and “How can I convince the reader
that what I wrote was an accurate portrayal of the experience?” In order to answer
these questions there are strategies that the researcher can use. One such strategy is
structural corroboration. Eisner (1991) describes structural corroboration as “a
coniuence o f evidence that breeds credibility, that allows us to feel confident about
our observations, interpretations, and conclusions” (p. 110). This is partially
accompEshed through careM reviews and thoughtful analyses of the data and of the
approadies recommended in the literature for collecting and handing the data. In this
study, evidence o f structural eoiToboration occurred in the recumng themes that were
derived from a combination of the researcher’s observations, the interviews, the
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coding o f responses and kfonnal conversations with SG hool teachers and doctoral
coinimttee .members—all of wMch were kfom ied by Eisner’s guidance regarding
stwctural corroboration.
Summary
The method used in this study, grounded theory, is a qualitative approach
wMch allowed for the investigation o f girls’ perceptions and views in relation to their
success and faiure in science. Qualitative data were obtained through interviews and
qualitative methodology utilized the Ethnograph v. 5.08 to analyze the data obtained
from the interviews. Thus, the researcher used the Ethnograph to assist in the
mechanics of “working with the data.” However, it was the researcher who engaged
in the inductive process of organizing the data into manageable units, synthesizing
them, searching for patterns, discovering what was important and what was to be
learned, and deciding what would be presented to others.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
TMs research investigated perceptions on factors related to failures and
successes in a science program designed specifically for girls attending a school of
choice. The techniques used in this study included interviews, observations, and
informal conversations. The following research question guided the research and
maintained the direction of the study: What are the factors that girls identify as
contributing to their success in a program specifically designed to maximize their
achievement in science? As the research progressed, five preliminary themes emerged
from the data. They were: (I) learning styles, (2) long-term goals, (3) subject matter,
(4) classroom climate/environment, and (5) evaluation. A more thorough examination
of the data analysis identified three contributing factors: (1) cooperative learning, (2)
a custom-tailored curriculum, and (3) positive influences of mentors. These key
findings are attributed to the girls’ success in a science program specifically designed
to maximize their academic achievement.
Closed-ended interview questions were assigned key terms which related to
the five themes that were woven through this study. The intent of each interview
question was to gain the student’s perspective on factors contributing to girls’ success
in a science program designed to maximize their achievement. Key words and phrases
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TOnceriiing sto d « t attitudes toward the study provided insight into students’
perceptions.
The parent code words that emerged in the interview analysis included the iv e
themes. Table 1 in C h ^ter 111' demonstrated the relationship between the key terms
from the interview questions and the parent code words in the analysis. Table 5
demonstrates the rdationship between the five themes, the interview questions, the
key terms for interview questions, and the parent code words established.
The preliminary results were presented within the context of the five themes.
Discussion o f those five themes will follow with quotes that best represent the girls’
overall position.
Theme I; Learning Styles
Learning styles are internally based characteristics o f individuals for the intake
or understanding of new information (Reid, 1995). All learners have individual
atfributes relating to their learning processes. Some people may rely heavily on visual
presentation; others may prefer spoken language; still others may respond better to
hands-on activities. It Is evident that people learn differently and at different paces
because of their biological and psychological differences (Reiff, 1992).
A learning style is multidimensional (KinseEa, 1996). Its elements cm be
classified into five stimulus categories: environmental elements (sound, light,
temperatures, design); emotional elements (motivation, persistence, responsibility);
physical elements (perception, intake, time, mobility); sociological elements (self,
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Table 5
Relationship Between Themes, Interview Questions,
Interview Key Terms, and Parent Code Words
Themes

interview
Quotitms

Key Teims

Parent Code Words

leamuig Sfyles

Questkms 27,
37-40

# 6
# 7
#12
#14

Group
Individual
Resources
Computers

Apprcradi,
(Group, individual.
Labs, Experimaots,
HSands-oii, Problansolving)

Long-term. Goals

Questions 51-55

#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20

Job
College
Encourage
Work
Educaticm
Grow up

Future
(Career Choices)

Subject Matter

Questions 16-26,
# I
32-36,41,45-47 ' # 2
# 3
# 4
# 5
#13

Enjoyable
Methods
Clear
Understandable
Difficult
Likes/Disiikes

Content
(Curriculum)

Classroom
Climate/
Environment

Questions 48-50,
60-61

#23
#24
#25
#26

Discipline
Bullies
Competition
Safe

Atmosphere
(Cooperative,
Friendly, Hostile)

Evaluation

QuestiOTs 28-31,
43-44,56-59, 62

# 8
# 9
#10
#11
#21
#22

interested
Boring
Change
Compare
Fair
Helpful

Assessment
(Opiaioii, Views,
Fedings, Beliefe,
Self-assure, Selfreflect)

partner, team, mentor, varied); and psychological elements (global/analytical,
impulsive/reflective) (ReilF, 1992), Clearly, teaming styles include not only a cogmtive
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domain, but also tbe affective and physiological domains (Oxford, Hollaway, &
Hortoft-Murilio, 1992).
Research on learning styles is based on the premise that learners receive
informatioii in different ways through all o f their semes and may favor or prefer some
senses to others in specific situations (Kroonenberg & Reid, 1995; O’Brieii, 1989;
Oxford & Ehmian, 1993). Usually, students leam more effectively when they learn
through their own initiatives. When thek learning styles are matched with appropriate
approaches in teacMng, their motivation, performances, and achievements will
increase and be enhanced (Brown, 1994). Thus, researchers and educators try to
establish optimal environmental and psychological climates that foster learning by
allowing students to learn in accordance with their own preferred learning styles.
When asked the research question “Do you like working on your own or in
groups?” Respondents offered “Working in groups” with the most consistency. The
following excerpts are taken from selected responses.

I like working in groups because. . .
Brook;

It allows you to work with other people because you are not going
to work by yourself all the time. This allows you to get to know
them and how they work and how they cooperate.

Cathy;

If I don’t know the answer I don’t have to be scared to ask
because I can get help fi’om the group.

Mary;

Sometimes I don’t understand what the teacher is saying, but
someone working with me can explain it to me better where I can
understand it.

Shannon; You can get help; if you don’t know what to do, then there’s
always like, your helper.
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The j^rls’ perceptions wo-e consistent ■mth current research. Studies p rand t,
1996; JotosKJH, Johnson, & Stane, 2002; Mueller & Fleming, 2001) show that girls
leam better when diey work cooperatively on assignments or projects. So what is
cooperative learning? “Cooperative learning is stractured instructional strategy which
emphasizes active learning th ro u ^ interpersonal interaction, where students act as
partoers with tiie teacher and each other. In cooperative learning participants are both
the teacher and students” (Joubert, n.d.). Joubert suggests that cooperative learning is
advantageous for (a) academic content-related achievement (cognitive), (b)
developing higher order thinking skills (cognitive and meta-cognitive), and (c) social
interpersonal skills (affective). The role of the teacher in cooperative learning
becomes predominantly that of planner and facilitator of active leammg, as opposed
to that ofinstractor. Students become more active role players in learning—they
become peer experts and act as peer instructors, responsible for each other and the
group. Group roles may be assigned, rotated, or shared (Joubert, n.d.).
Along with the girls’ favorable responses of working together in groups, they
also noted working on computers as a positive factor to their suc«ss. In computerassisted cooperative learning, the “computer” also takes on an active role in the ^ rls’
learning process, in the sense that the instructional design o f the program used
impacts both interaction and learning. Related interview questions were “Do you
work on the computer in science classes?” and “What do you do on the computer in
science classes?”
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Positive responses were received from the ^rls because computer activities
have been tailored to the girls’ interest of workmg collaboratively in groups to do
their research, and they perceived working on computers as fun and entertaining. As
noted below, the girls’ responses emphasized interaction and cooperation.
Cassandra; When we get to work on the computer, it’s fiin. We get to look
up information for our research project and look up different
things.
Heather: We get to use the computer to do PowerPoint presentations for our
projects. I think it’s a lot of fiin because in our technology class, we
get to work on designing a web page.
Melissa: Usually when Fm on the computer, Fm doing my class
assignments. Fm always learning something new and working
together we find things quicker than working alone.
The comments revealed that using the computers for educational purposes is a
positive perception of their success in relationship to science because they enjoy
working on computers and tend to view it as an effective medium for expression.
Theme II; Long-term Goals
A long-term goal is accomplished over a longer period o f time. Some long
term goals, like graduating from high school or learning to fly an miplane, may be
reached sooner. All long-term goals are made up o f some short-term goals.
A long-term goal gives one a clearer idea of the things to accomplish over
time, as they are usually big and central to one’s life. The steps taken to reach long
term goals are short-term goals. Short-term goals are achievable within a relatively
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short peiiod o f time (6 moiitiis to a year). Short-term goak may also be accomplished
daily or attained within a month.
The girls eiduMted confidence, empowerment, and hig^ levels o f self-esteem
in selecting science-rdated careers. From the responses to the interview questions,
these career aspirations can be attributed to their attendance at a school o f choice.
When the ^ I s were asked, “When (or why) did you come to the school?” or
“Why do you thiiik your parents/guardians sent you to this school?” the girls were
quick to respond that tilieir parents or some other family member steered them to the
school. Based on thdr responses, the girls clewly attributed career aspirations to the
philosophies o f the school luid the positive influences that their parents appeared to
believe that the school would have on their development. Therefore, parental
influence was an kifluentiai factor in the choice o f school.
Therefore, when the girls were asked, “What kind o f work would you like to
do when you grow up?,” “Do you plan to go to college?,” or “Do you think that your
science teachers encouraged you to go to college?,” they responded as demonstrated
in the following excerpts:
Denise:

I plan to go to college.
I want to be a nurse or X-ray people.
I know it’s a lot o f math and science involved.
Yeah, my science teacher encourages me to go to college.

Carol:

I’m trying to be i veterinarian ’cause I Hke animals and I Eke
helping people or living things.
I know I need science, that I know. I know I need math because if
the animal needs a certain amount o f medicine; I need to know
milEliters, milligrams, whatever I need. So I know I need that too.
And of course I need to know how to read.
Yes, I plan to go to coEege.
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Yes, lay science teacher enccurages us aU the time. They tell us,
’cause sometimes when we do labs, wdl, they ask us, “WiU you
need tMs infonaation when we get older?” and we say “y®s.” Then
they will tett us ‘*you wiM apply this in everyday life so when you go
to college you wffl already imow this, if you go to coEege.”
Barbara; 1 want to be a computer programmer and I plan to get into college
on a basketbal scholarship.
I know I’Mneed some science.
I get encouragement aE the time from my science teacher.
Shannon: I want to be a Medical Assistant or a Pharmacist Tech.
I’m doing weE k science and I know I’ll need it.
Yes, she encourages me to attend college.
Megan:

I want to be an Engineer and be in a 3+2 program, like going to
Spelman and Georgia Tech.
She is very encouraging.

In this study, the majority o f the girls expressed aspirations to have sciencerelated careers and fd t encouraged by their teachers to go to college. This finding
reflects an attitude that is somewhat different from the prevaEing attitude that is
widely reported in research studies which suggests that engineering, mathematics, and
science are inappropriate fields for women—^an attitude that is still culturaEy
pervasive. Studies show that girls, as young as age 2 or 3, are aware o f occupational
segregation by gender, and the appropriateness o f this segregation is then reinforced
in many ways throughout their lives (American Association ofUniversity Women,
1989). hi addition to paceiving careers as gender specific, misperceptions about the
careers themselves can prevent girls from pursuing certmn fields. For example, the
traditionally feminine values of Hstening, feeEng, and maintaining strong interpersonal
relafionsMps may seem Incongruent with scientific careers perceived as impersonal.
But what the girls have in their fever by attending this school o f choice is that the
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school c^itaMzes on the power o f the relationship between the school’s mission, and
the girls.
Theme IH; Subject Matter
For many, the term science refers to the organized body of knowledge
concerning the physiod world, both am.inate and inanimate, but a proper definilioii
also would have to include the attitudes and methods through which this body of
knowledge is formed; thus, science is both a particular kind o f activity and also the
results o f that activity.
Science may be roughly divided into the physical sciences, the earth sciences,
and the life sciences. Mathematics, while not a science, is closely aligned to the
sciences because o f the extensive use o f mathematics in the science fields. Indeed,
mathematics is frequently referred to as the language of science, the most important
and objective means for communicating the results of science. The physical sciences
include physics, chemistry, and astronomy; the earth sciences (sometimes considered
a part o f the physical sciences) include geology, paleontology, oceanography, and
meteorology; and the life sciences include all the branches o f biology such as botany,
zoology, genetics, and medicine (The Columbia Encyclopedia, 2003).
Science is recognized as underlying the technological societies of the late 20th
century, but there are conflicting views of the nature of science amd scientists. Many
students and some teachers view scieiwe as a body of factual truths that are derived
by direct observations and tested by rational and objective experiments (McComas,
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1996). TMs view o f sdesice disregards the impact of social, historical, emotional, and
economic factors. An alternate view of the nature of science is a muitimethod, human
oideavourer to study our environment, a study subject to cultural influences but also
constrained by a real, physical world.
So what does that mean to girls? In the report Shortchanging Girls,

Shortchcmging America, the American Association ofUniversity Women (AAUW,
1991) identified the relationsMp between confidence and educational opportunities as
criticM to girls’ access, particularly in science and math:
Unintentionally, schools collude in the process by systematically cheating girls
o f dasaroom attention, by stressing competitive—rather than cooperative—
learning, by presenting texts and lessons devoid o f women as role models, and
by reinforcing negative stereotypes about girls’ abilities. Unconsciously,
teachers and school counselors also dampen girls’ aspirations, particularly in
math and science. The survey finds a strong relation^p between perceived
math and science skills and adolescent selfesteem. O f all the study’s
indicators, girls’ perceptions o f their ability in math and science had the
strongest relationsMp to their selfesteem; as girls “leam” that they are not
good at these subjects, their sense of self-worth and aspirations for themselves
deteriorate.
When asked to define science, many of the girls could not define science.
Amy:

I tMnk, I think, oh, I don’t know. That’s a hard question,

Chelsea;

Umm, umm. I’m not sure. Is it a way of defining nature or
technology?

Margareta: What do you mean? Define it how? You just want me to talk
about it?
Rosa:

I’m not quite sure. But maybe how you look at the world.

Shanea:

Uh, uh, the plants, earth, and water? Is that right?
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Although the ^ ris are receiving positive retnforcement from the school to seek
STEM careers, it is clear from the girls’ overal responses that they 4id not recognize
the relMionAip between sdence and their fiiture career aspfratiom T h ^ know they
neo! math and sdence classes and know they need it to do well, but they still carry
negative attitudes about STEM fields in general. On several occasions when the pris
were asked the subjects they liked the least and the subjects they liked the most,
sometiines they would mention liMng math but not likkg science. Even when wanting
to make a career in a aaence-related field, math and science would be their least
fevorite subjects. So does that mean even though they do not like those fields, they’re
willing to do what they have to do in order to accomplish their long-term goals?
During one interview, Shanika said that during her first 3 years at the school
Ae progressively received failing marks. In her junior year, the school counselor
notified her that she probably was not going to graduate. At that point, she decided in
order to graduate she had to do better. During the interview, she said she was
scheduled to ^aduate on time. She had made a complete turnaround. She also said
she was a first-generation high school graduate. When asked what kind of work she
wanted to do when she grew up, her response was to be a midwife. When asked what
subjects did she like the least and what subjects did she like the most, she said
humanities and technology were her fevorite and math and science were her least
fevoiite. Despite the importance of math and science in relation to her career choice,
she talked more dsout wanting to go into midwifery because she wanted to stay with
the patients from the beginning of pregnancy until delivery. “Have you thought about
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being a doctor or a physician’s assistant?” She said, “No,” because the doctors
coiddn’t stay w th the patients until deiivery and she had no knowledge about what a
physician’s assistant did.
WMie the responses to the interview questions were not exactly the same in
every instance, they were very ^milar in context. There were no discemable
dififarences in the quality or depth of responses between the 9th and 12th grade
respondents. The girls did not display a balanced association between educational
requirements and career choices. They were quick to express verbal support for
STEM careers while at the same time, exhibiting low levels of support and attraction
to math and science. This phenomenon led the researcher to conclude that the girls in
this sample were not yet making a complete cognitive connection between the
disciplines of science, options for fiirther study, and options for careers.
The following story also captures the essence of the aforementioned findings.
Judith Kleinfeld (1998a), a professor of psychology at the University o f Alaska,
Fairbanks, offers the story in the spirit of a case study, her experience with her own
daughter, Rachel. The title of her story, “What My Daughter Rachel and (Many)
Women Want,” reveals that Rachel, like so many other young women, insisted that
she was “not interested” In science but wanted “to work with people.” Why?
I fir^ realized Rachel was gifted in mathematics when she entered junior high
school. She had scored Mgh on a mathematics test that her school gave to
select students for “MathCounts,” a national mathematics competition.
MathCounts winners are overwheliiungly male. Rachel was hardly a victim of
cultural stereotypes about women. She was the only one of our three children
(the other two are boys) who teamed to use tools. For her birthday, she asked
for building sets. On her sixth birthday, I found her packing up the new Barbie
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d o i her grwidmother had sent ha'. “If grandma Ekes dolls so much,” die said
with disgust, “she can have all o f mine.”
The more I thcni^t about Rachel’s interests «id skUls, the more it d l
fell into place. I had a mathematicdly and technically inclined daughter whose
talents I should develop. Rachel was already getting tutored in advanced
mathmiatics twice a week to prepare her for the statewide MathCounts meet.
Her school had m anged private tutoring for her and another high-scoring
student, a boy. But there was more I could do! I got her to enroE in a .science
course sponsored by the Center for Talented Youth. She had quaEfied for
both the writing and science courses but had always chosen the writing
courses.
To give her practical experience in a scientific career and let her meet
female role models, I arranged for her to work after school with a doctoral
student (female, o f course) at the University of Alaska’s Institute for Arctic
Biology, Rachel got to look at samples o f Bering Sea water using an electron
microscope. I was thrilled. Rachel was not. She told me to lay off. “I am not
part of your agenda for the advancement o f women in science,” she informed
me in a tone that left no room for fiirther discussion. “I want to work with
people. I want to help people.”
These are the standard reasons given when women explain why they are not
interested in scientific careers. As I thought more about Rachel’s experience, I
realized that there was more to her decision than her preference for working with
people. Her response masked other reasons, good reasons, for not choosing science
as a career.
Mary Pipher (1995), author o f the best selling book, Reviving Ophelia,
explains that girls’ self-esteem is dependent on other people’s approval of them. And
because of this, girls are always trying to please others. By the time they enter
adolescence, they quickly discover that playing into society’s expectations o f what is
to be feminine is the way to get that stamp o f approval. But society’s notion of
femininity is more in line with a helpless, slightly feather-brained, looks-conscious
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female rattier than bdung recogmzed as assertive and competent (Te Kete Ipurangi
[TKl], 2001, p. 11).
Theme IV: Observation in Classroom Clunate/Enwonment
Warm, well-ran classrooms begin with, the room’s physical layout—^the
arrangement o f desks and worldiig space, the attractiveness and appeal of bulletin
boards, the storage o f materials and supplies. The environment must ensure that
students iniuence the nature of the activities they undertake, engage seriously in thdr
study, regulate their bdiavior, and know of the explicit criteria and high expectations
of what they are to achieve. Throughout each day many interactions occur among
students and with the teacher. The atmosphere o f a classroom must be comfortable
and respectfiil, a classroom community. TWs type o f envkonmeitt nurtures students to
be part o f a community of learners and to explode and challenge their thinking, as
well as others, in a safe setting. Classroom procedures and routines are established
from the first day, along with behaviors conducive to learning and positive social
interactions. The physical environment is organized as well to support the learning
environment.
Classroom environment consists of five components: creating an environment
of respect and rapport, establishing a culture for learning, managing classroom
procedures, managing student behavior, and organizing physical space.
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Observatim of Creating m Emironment of R eject mid Re^port
The teacher mlMni a classroom is the primary example o f how to be a positive
member o f the dassroom community. The ways in which they interact with students,
parent, faoilty, and community members set the tone for what is expected o f students
in regards to student interactions. Conflict, put-downs, and negative actions are not
tolerated. All students are members o f a safe and supportive environment. Students
are not only physically safe, but also intellectually safe. Students are not afraid to take
risks in their thinking and are encouraged to do so in the open environment.
Respect is a part o f the school of choice’s philosophy. While the teachers
demonstrated general warmth, caring, and respect for students, some o f the students
exhibited a lack of respect for the teacher, as well as for other students. Disruptive
classroom behavior showed a lack of respect for themselves, the teacher, and other
students. This is an area were improvement is needed.
Observation o f Establishing a Culture fo r Learning
In a classroom that supports and nurtures learning, both the teacher and
student are engaged in valuable quests for knowledge. Both groups are actively
involved in the classroom and exude pride in their work. High expectations and a safe
environment support a culture for learning. Students are aware that they must respect
others and their thoughts when they are proposing ideas and thoughts. Teachers
respond to students in an attentive manner within this type of classroom. Students are
recognized for their contributions, which can be seen in displayed work within the
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room and sciiool. T h ro u ^ tlie viewing of such work, an expectation of high,
stMidards is evident.
The school of choice exhibited a culture for learning. Through group projects,
classroom activities, and homework, students appeared motivated by their desire to
do weE ami they took pride in thdr work. Group projects were displayed in the
hallways and classrooms. The teachers encouraged students to do well and
acknowledged the efforts before the entire class.

Observation of Managing Classroom Procedures
Teaching requires good management before good instruction is possible. “The
best instructional techniques are worthless in an environment o f chaos,” as stated by
Danielson (1996). This is the basis o f managing classroom procedures. Without the
development of procedures within the classroom, instruction is not effective.
During a classroom observation, 10 to 15 minutes of class time was devoted
to getting the class under control. There were loud outbursts in class, talking at their
seats during class instruction and/or talking about nonclassroom-related situations
when they should have been pajdng attention to the day’s lesson. This is an area that
the teachers felt they lacked administrative support. There was no formal discipline
policy enforced.
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Observatim of Managing Student Behavior
If the leanung environment is out of control, true learning cannot take place
and students wiE not be able to engage themselves with the content. Usually
misbehaviors are a result o f other issues—being unprepared, lack o f interest in
content/activities, and poor social skills or low self-esteem. A knowledgeable teacher
can spot these signs and act as such. A key component o f managing student behavior
ie s in set standards of conduct that students create at the begkiung o f the school
year, and clear consequences because of these actions. Expectations o f students must
be made clear and should be appropriate to the developmental level o f the students.
An effective way for teachers to encourage students to exhibit good behaviors is to
suggest that students monitor their own behavior. In addition, students diould be
encouraged to monitor their classmates, reminding them the proper way in which to
act.
The girls acknowledged classroom discipline as a major concern. Listed below
are several responses to questions which were associated with managing student
behavior.
+Student 5 - Interview (Cassandra)
+€lassrooin Climate/Environment
CPI; Are there things you would change in your science classroom?
Ql: Not what the teacher’s doing but what tiie students are doing.
Being disrespectful to the teacher. I think that’s ignorant. ’Cause
what’s the point o f hor coming here and you disrespect her?
CPla: Tell roe what you mean by disrespectful.
Qla: They talk when she does and I think that’s really mean.
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+Student 17 - Interview (Megan)
+Ciassa’oom CHimte/Environment
CPI: Are tliere tMngs yon would change in. your science classroom?
Q l; Not much, I guess, no.
CP2: What if you were the science teacher?
Q2:1 might, I would try and reinforce the rules more. She’s a little too
loose I guess.
CPla: When you say “she’s too loose,” too loose in terms o f what?
Q la: Punyiment. She Just lets people get away with things. She
usually pves them, lots of warmngs hut th at doesn’t do much after
that. So she lets them ran over her a little, I guess.
The students treated male staff differently from female staff and thq? knew what they
could get away with. With the female stafl^ the students often took it to the limit. On
several occasions, they reduced a female teacher to tears.

Observation of Organizing Physical Space
The orgamzation of physical space is an integral part of the classroom
environment. Areas must be organized in terms o f their ftinction—noisy areas versus
quiet ones, individual work areas versus group work areas. Effective educators try to
create an environment that encourages students to work with each other and explore
ideas and concepts. To create a room that supports this, students must be able to
access the board, the teacher, and learning resources. All classrooms must support a
working traffic flow.
It may not be conducive to have students sitting in uniform rows of desks. In
order to induce an environment of true learning, students must be able to consult with
each other. This is not to say that all learning results from collaboration, but that
students feel freer to communicate with their classmates and share ideas. By grouping
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students, teachers help to provide them with the best o f both worlds—they can work
individualy and as a group, when warranted.
The school o f choice has adopted the cooperative learnmg approach in the
sdence classrooms. The girls sit m, tables (4 tables, S-6 giris at a table) instead of
individual desks (see seating arrangeiments in Figure 4 bdow). This arrangement
alow ed the girls to become actively Involved in their own learning; it increased group
communication skills, provided social interaction, and enhanced higher order thinking.
Seating arrangements were changed twice a trimester so a i girls leametl to work
cooperatively with their classmates.

Front o f Classroom
Teacher taught from the front of the room

O
O

o

o
o

Figure 4. Seating Arrangements in Science Classrooms.
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Tbeme V: Evaluation
The term evalmtkm was used in the context of getting opinions from the girls
relating to sdaice, teachers, and teaching styles and what was interesting, boring, fair,
and/or helpM. In this context, their answers to the interview questions are perceived
as their views, feelings, and beliefs.
Mixed responses were received concerning whether the girls felt that science
was interesting or boring. One response expressed their overall opinions very weU—
“Science has its moments; it’s interesting when it’s related to everyday things, but
boring when I don’t get the connections.” In ati informal conversation with a student
during their study o f water quality (What is the water quality like in your river?),
students took a field trip to the local water plant and performed water quality testing
in class. The student thought this was interesting because she could apply the
classroom application to how it related to the real world and to her everyday life. She
found it interesting and helpful. A few students expressed their difficulty with
asrignments/projects in relation, to a teacher’s teaching style, and often percdved their
science teacher as ineffective for Ihe ample reason the teacher had not helped them to
understand and apply science.
Probing questions were asked as an extension of answers received from the
primary interview questions. The girls were verbally asked to fill in the blanks to the
following questions: When I need help with science, I mualfy ask __________________ ;
; Boys who enjoy science ewe

_

Girls who enjoy science are
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j and, In m ence classes, teachers expect the girls to

Wlieii asked, Whern I need help with science, I usually m k _
their first response was “my science teacher,” second was “my fiien4”

tMrd was

“a femily member,” because the femEy member worked in a STEM field. When asked,

Girbwho enjoy xiem e me_________

. first responses were “Uh”—-they really

had to think about it, but when they finally responded they usually filled in the blank
with a student’s name. When asked Boys who enjoy science are

_________, they

used words like “smart” and “intelligent.” Their response to the question. In science
classes, teachers expect girls to_______

, “do their best work” was the answer

most firequently given.
The girls’ responses are consistent with research. Kahle (1984) reported that
data firom the National Assessment of Educational Performance (NAEP) had
had strong negative attitudes toward science

indicated that 13- and 17-year-old

and had little belief that the discipline could be useful to them.
Summary
In. summary. Table 6 provides an outline of the findings, which suminarize the
factors that fecilitate or Mnder success.
Embedded in Table 6 are the key findings that contributed to girls’ success in
a program specifically designed to maximize their achievement in science: (a)
cooperative learning, (b) a custom-tailored curriculum, and (c) positive influences.
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Table 6
Outline o f the Findings
Factors That Facilitate Success

Factors That Hinder Success

Group work

Indiwdual work

Hands-on activities

Lectures

Science labs

Independent reading

Positive influences of mentors

Lack of classroom discipline

Cooperative leanuEg

Teachers who did not have a good
grasp on the subject matter

Table(s) o f 5-6 students

Individual desks

Classroom safety

Problem solving

Role models
Experiments

Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning is a classroom technique that has been found to be very
advantageous for girls. Cooperative learning promotes small group learning in which
students’ maximize their own and each other’s learmng.
Respondents in this study preferred working in groups rather than working
indiwdually. They stated when they didn’t understand the work, another student in the
group could explain it to them and they understood it better from the student rather
than the teacher, which was another point raised by them in favor of cooperative
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leaHMng. Also, the group ktaraction among the students alowed them to be
aipporlive -and helpiil to one another. In keeping with the school o f choice’s mission
and vision, they promote cooperative leaming in the classroom. Ixaming activities
ware performed that were best handled through group work, they worked together in
small groups containing two to iv e members, they used cooperative, pro-social
behavior to tceomplish their leaming activity, activities were structured so that
students n^ded each other to accomplish their common tasks, and students were
individiialiy accountable or responsible for their work and leaming. In one group
project, a student served as the recorder (the person taking the notes), two students
served as statistidans (the persons responsible for providing the statistics on the
project), and two students served as the researchers (the persons responsible for
prowding the background infomrntion—past and present).
.4

Citsiom-Taihred Curriculum
The school o f choice addressed social science evidence which has shown that

there are many complex phenomena contributing to gjrls’ disengagement from science
and in adolescence, including:
• peer interaOions in coed leaning environments
, * teaching approaches
• a shortage o f role models
• a set o f deeply rooted social dynamics and expectations.
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As a result, the school of choice used a hands-on, e3q)erieatM approach to science
which helped students gain an understanding of concepts and processes such as
chemical interactions, biological effects of chemicals, qualitative and quantitative
analyds, aiM! to explore the difference between science and public policy.
The school supported a science curriculum wMch was issue-oriented and
haads-ott Students completed a series o f activities—such as experiments, debates,
readings, and projects—that taught important scientific ideas related to the issue at
hand. For the past 3 years the focus o f the science curriculum has changed but the
school has attempted to maintain the hands-on cooperative learning approach.

Positive Influences of Mentors
The subjects of this study identified the following factors having positive
influences on their success and failure in the study of science; parents, teachers, and
role models. This supports the findings firom other researchers who had similar
findings. ReseM-chers ^ em to a ^ ee that the presence of positive female role models
in the sciences as being the angle most important fector in sustaining girls’ interests in
the sciences. In feet, most professional women scientists can point to a single
individual whose support enabled them to pursue their careere (Advocates for Women
in Sdoftce, Engineering, & Mathematics [AWSEM], n.d.).
Mentors can help young women enviaon themselves as scientists by providing
them with an image of a “scientist” that differs from the stereotype of the man in the
lab coat, as well as with a model o f how to balance career with family, friendships.
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acti-wties, and hobbies beyond work. In addition, mentors can help ^ I s with scientiic
and nmthanaticsd concepts, open their eyes to an array of scientiic fields, give them a
realistic sense o f the challenges and rewards of science careers, and help them to
understand the educatioiial paths necessary for scientific career options.
Role models can take other forms than formal mentorships while still hawng a
^gnificant impact on girls’ perceptions of the sciences. In one study, women scienfists
were brought into imddle schools as part of the students’ science instruction. WitMn
just a 2-month time period, students developed t more positive attitude toward
sdentists and specifically women scientists (Smith & Erb, 1986).
Women scientists speaking before student groups, at career fiiirs and other
events, can respond to questions and encourage girls interested in careers in science.
Even one-day programs like “Take Your Daughter to Work Day” offer girls the
chance to see firsthand what it would be like to hold a job in a scientific field. Thus
mentoring—whether formal or informal, on-going or short-term—is one o f the most
successful tools for reversing the underrepresentation o f women in the sciences
(AWSEM, ltd.).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study examined the factors that girls perceived as contributing to or
hindering their success in a program specifically designed to maximize their
achievement in science. These factors were primarily explored through, interviews
with 20 students in the 9th and 12th grades attending a school of choice. The study
was guided by the research question; What are the factors that girls identify as
contributing to their success in a program specifically designed to maximize their
achievement in science? The need to examine girls’ own perceptions of the factors
that enhance and/or hinder their participation in STEM provided motivation for this
study.
Chapter I introduced the background, need, purpose, and significance of the
study. A review o f the literature supporting the study was presented in Chapter II.
The procedures and processes used to examine ideas and patterns as they emerged
throughout the study were described in Chapter III. A qualitative software package,
Ethnogrcph, olfered features that allowed for advanced search, analysis, and coding
of data imported from text transcriptions. The results of the study were discussed in
Chapter IV. In the final chapter, the conclusions, implications o f the study,
suggestions for fiirther research, and recommendations have been discussed from the
point o f view of the researcher.
99
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The Research Opportunity
The researcher’s interest in the topic o f this study developed as a result o f an
opportunity to work as a doctoral research associate responsible for collecting data
for an evaluation project at a school o f choice located in the United States (a school
of choice is a pseudonym used throughout this dissertation). In order to make this
opportunity a win-win situation for the project principle investigator, the Office o f the
Vice President for Research/Citraduate College and the researcher, the collaborative
hands-on research experience was the perfect opportunity to develop a dissertation
project by making use of the data being collected for an existing project. In this
instance, it was the grant which engendered the research that led to the dissertation,
thereby providing a paradigmatic synergy that aligned a fimding opportunity with a
dissertation research project.
Discussion
By referring to the original research question, a framework was provided for
the conclusions and discussion. It was found in this study that the factors cited by the
girls that contributed to their success in a program specifically designed to maxhraze
their achievement in science were (a) cooperative learning, (b) a custom-tailored
curriculum, and (c) positive influences.
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Cooperative Learmng
Since the respondents perceived cooperative learaing techniques as a
contiibuting fector of success, the responses from the girls led the researcher to viewcooperative leamuig, group learning, and hands-on activities interchangeably. In other
words, the researcher deined cooperative leanung as any activity that the ^ rls
worked together on or In groups, and any activities that allowed the girls to work
together using applied “hands-on” learning. Hands-on learning involved leaming by
doing-helping the girls acquire knowledge and skills outside o f books and lectures.
Along with working in groups and working with computers, the respondents favored
lab activities. They profoundly emphasized a preference for lab work. Even when the
girls talked about lab activities, their answers were more energetic as opposed to
individual group work. When the respondents had reading assignments or individual
class presentations, they did not appear to be that excited about those leaming
strate^es. The respondents answered with statements such as the following remarks
which were extracted from the interviews.
Amy:

I like working on lab activities better than reading or working on
individual projects.

Heather; I learn better when I’m actually doing something like working on a
lab activity.
Barbara: I enjoy experimenting; it keeps my mind from wandering because I
have to be busy working on something to say focused.
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The girls exMMted strong feelings concerning cooperative haads-on learning. The
researcher also conduded that the girls felt more comfortable doing lab work as
opposed to dass lectures or individual reading assignments.
.4

Castom'-Tailored Curriculum
Since the girls displayed an obvious preference for hands-on cooperative

leaming activities in which they performed better, it could be conduded that curricula
designed with their preferred learning styles and teaching techniques would have
better outcomes for girls participating in science. Such science curricula require the
studied and focused implementation of “experiments, debates, readings and projects”
that are centered in scientific knowledge and method. With this as a given, the
custom-tailored curriculum requires rigorous preparation md training o f teachers in
order to be successfid. The 12th grade girls were aware o f this inadequacy. Thqr were
able to analyze and comment on the quality o f the teaching and instruction. As a
result, most o f the time they had to depend upon classmates to assist them in class
because the teachers were unable to assist them. They were woridng without
textbooks, but they received photocopies o f chapters from a textbook to work from
as needed for class assignments and class discussions. The I2th graders observed that
although the school’s mission purportedly is to prepare girls for the 21st century, the
science teachers appeared to lack science knowledge, professional preparation, depth
o f knowledge, and skills to effectively teach the science subjects, as in the instance of
the trained engineer who taught a physics class.
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STEM ields, although rdated to each other, are not interdiaigeable. Without
appropriate pedago^cal procedures and practices at hand, the success o f mich an
mdeavor is debatable. It is unfair to the educator, and certainly unfair to students
whose educatioii may be compromised. In addition, lack o f training is only
compounded when there is t dearth o f teaching materials—-textbooks, wdeos, and
other disciplke-spedic tools or “instruments” that serve the teacher in enhancing the
education of the students. These were unfortunately missing at the school. The
missioii of such “schools of choice” then is seriously handicapped by both o f these
factors. The preparation of young girls to meet the academic, scientific, and
technological demands of the 21st century will only rem m jeopardized in the light of
this inadequacy. This lack of adequate teacher preparation for sdence instrudion is as
much o f an issue in the science education o f girls as it is in the general population.
The lack of adequate science instruction of teachers assigned to teach science in the
school of choice is contrary to the school’s mission. While the mission is a good one,
the school has a long way to go to make the mission a reality—at least firom the 12th
grade girls’ perspectives.

Positive Influences o f Mentors
This school o f choice has an intera program where the girls can spend as many
as three afternoons each month at sites such as technology companies, law firms, arts
and community organizations, and hospitals, providing community service. They
develop and submit resumes and actually participate in the interviewing process for
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the mtemship program. The respondents’ caieer choices and iitiire goals were
directly rdated to the mentoring and internship program. They responded fevor^le to
the support and being a part of the program. The positive Influences were not
restricted to the mentoring and in tem ^ p program but extended to femily and friends
as w ei. They talked about the “time” gven and the “activities” scheduled with the
mentors that redly brought enthusiasm to their voices when they answered the
researchers questions.
Following up with a probing question after one of the responses, the
researcher asked, “Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?” This question
yielded several interesting responses. Cynthia, who played on the girl’s basketball
team, commented:
Ten years from now I see myself as part o f the Women’s National Basketball
Association (WNBA).
But of course around here, right now this is high school and I don’t see any
great influences around here to help.
Although I plan to go to college, hopefiiUy on a basketball scholarsMp, but if I
don’t get t scholarsMp, I still plan to go to college because I want to be an
engineer.
Maybe 'wMe rm in college. I’ll And somebody that would have my back.
Barbara, on the other hand, is the oldest ribling in her femily and really had no
career plans or goals before coming to the school o f choice. Barbara, also a senior,
responded as follows;
I’ve been participating in the mentoring and intemsMp program, and my
mentor has been a great influence on me because she tdces me to lunch, she
invites me on outings some weekends, and talks to me about all kinds o f
possibilities of what I could do when I graduate.
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I really appreciate tiow she looks out for me.
These two responses are examples o f how tlm tone for their beliefs regarding how
positive influences/role models can make a difference.
Implications o f the Study
The kiplications of this study suggest that cooperative learning, caistomtffllored cairriculums, and poative influences of mentors are highly effective
approaches to aipporting j^ ls participation, achievement, and retention in the
sciences. Advocacy by parents and schools for these findings can successMly assist in.
bridging the gender gap. The information gained in this study would indicate that
teachers should re-evaluate their choice of dassroom activities and teaching styles;
administrators should empower teachers to be forces for change addressing gender
equity needs in the school curriculums; and pffl-ents and others can serve as role
models, as wdl as encourage thdr daughters/students to explore nontraditional career
opportunities. Teachers should pay special attention to providing background
information and instruction about the breadth and scope o f sdence or STEM
disciplines so that gjrls understand the range of available options and can use that
information to make informed dedsion about courses to study and careers.
Recommendations for Future Studies
Further research o f the students who partidpated in this study is
reconunmded after they graduate from high school and enter college. It would be
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beneficial to follow the studmts, after 2 years o f college against their initial sciencerelated career choices as noted during thdir interviews. Furtheonore, it woidd be
useful to ejcamine their attitudes tovw d science upon graduation from a school of
choice and th d r perceptions o f pursuing a nontraditional career. The researcher
would be interested in determining in what ways attending a school o f choice might
have influenced their career paths.
Other suggested studies might Include fiather research on intervetitiom such
as cooperative learning and custom-tailored o m ia ik . As well, additional studies
regarding enhancing ^ rls’ attitudes about their competency to be successful in STEM
field profestions would help to reverse the trend that has resulted in a general absence
o f girls and women in STEM careers. The translation o f these findings into indicators
that are useful and accessible to public and private fimders, teachers, educators, and
science profession's will serve to advocate for and support strate^es and programs
which facilitate preparation of girls in middle and high schools for eventual careers in
STEM fields.
Conclusion
The purpose o f this study was to deteannalne the fectors that girls identified as
contributing to or Mndodng their success, in a program specifically designed to
maximize their acWevement in science, sp edfii^y , what factors they identified that
fecilitated or hindered their success. Public and pnvate firaders, teachers, educators,
and science professionals can use these findings to advocate for and support girls’
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OTCcess rates in SIEM fields. Above all, teadiers miist adopt more cooperative
learning styles and teelmiqwes in the classroom, and school administrators must
m pow ar their feculty to be fo rc^ o f diange in addressing girls’ successes in .science
progm ss spedfically d e sired to .maxkiiz® their achievement.
Ihroughout the steidy, there were no dlscemahle dijfferences in the quality or
depth o f responses between the 9th and 12th grade respondents. They were clear
regarding thdir preferred instructional style, such as cooperative learning, group
learning, computer-assisted cooperative leaming, science labs, and hands-on activities
in the science classroom. Whereas the girls were precise about their preferred
instructional style, they were less precise with their perceptions of a successful STEM
career regarding educational requirements and career choices. They did not display a
oogmtive connection between the disciplines o f science, options for further study, juid
career options.
Classroom teachers, family members, and fiiends, as weU as mentors tkough
the school’s mentoring program, served to iniuence, encourage, and support die
girls. The respondents have implied that when they see females in STEM fields, they
are much more likely to create goals for themselves within the field because it appears
more accessible. GMs need positive role models ami constant encouragement.
In a science-focused school for gliis, the respondents had difficulty defining
science, even though the school, ironically, was structured to focus on science. It was
evident that the respondents w ae not given a description or definition o f “what
science is.” For whatever reason, it apparently was not a focus of discussion or was
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not o f personal interest to the girls. Therefore, before or after students began to take
science courses, a definition or description o f science must be established. This could
very weU have a direct impact on their desire and/or interest to study STEM fields.
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M erview Protocols for Students
1. When did you come to
1
2. Where did you go to school before?
3. Did you like your former school? Why? Why not?
4. Did you have to work hard at your former school? Did you have science?
5. Do you live with your femily?
6. Who lives at home with you?
7. Is your main language English or something else?
8. In school or in class is it okay to speak in
(your native language If It is not
English)?
9. Why do you tWnk your parents/guardians sent you to this school?
10. Can you describe your neighborhood?
11. How do you get to school (public transportation, walk, car)?
12. Do you like attending this school?
13. Is it different from your previous school?
14. What kinds o f things do you do now in your leisure time after school and during
weekends?
15. Do your parents or other adults in your life take you to museums or things like
that?
16. What is science?
17. Do you like science?
18. Do you enjoy science?
19. What kinds of things do you learn in your science classes?
20. Do you have labs?
21. Are the lab projects clear and understandable?
22. Are they difficult?
23. Do you use textbooks in science classes?
24. Is the reading in science classes difficult?
25. What other materials do you use?
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26. Do yow like workiag on your own or in groups?
27. Are your sdence classes interesting or boring?
28. Are they difficult?
29. Do you feel you understand what is going on in science classes?
30. Are they different tMs year compared to last year? (Or two years ago? Or at
your old school?)
31. What kinds o f things do you do in your science classes?
32. Did you do the same kinds of things last year? (Or two years ago?)
If not, how and why has tWs changed?
33. Do you work on solving problems?
34. From where do the problems come?
35. Are the problems interesting to you?
36. Do you watch videos?
37. Do you leara much from them?
38. Do you work on the computer in science classes?
39. What do you do on the computer in science classes?
40. What kinds of things do you like to do in your science classes? (read, discuss,
write)
41. What do students talk about during science class?
42. What kinds of things would you like to do in your science classes that you are
not doing?
43. Do you like some topics or classes in science better than others?
44. Do you go on ield trips?
45. What have you learned from the field trips?
46. Have you participated in any science related Friday workshops or in any other
science related after school programs (like camp or special museum programs)?
47. Are science classes orderly or is there a discipline problem?
48. Are there bullies k the school and in science classes?
49. Do the students compete with each other or do you work together more?
50. What kind of work would you like to do when you grow up?
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51. What tend o f education do you think you need for this kind of job?
52. Do you plan to go to coUege?
53. Do you tMnk your parents/guardians would like for you to go to coUege?
54. Do you think Aat your scieiwe teachers encouraged you to go to college?
55. Is your science teacher fair?
56. Does your science teacher help you when you need help?
57. Does your science teacher like teaching at your school?
SB. Are there things you would change in your science classroom?
59. Do you feel safe in your science classroom?
60. Has someone ever tethered you?
61. Do you need science in your daily life now or in the future?
62. Do you think it is possible to be a scientist and have a family too at the same
time?
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